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REFUSED TO SHOW US THE WARRANT ’ Allegations of
police brutality
in Phuket Town

Hard knock
Police face probe
for alleged abuse of
martial law following
raid on local home

Full Story Page 3

Aussies nabbed
after failing in
bribe attempt

By Kritsada Mueanhawong

TWO Australians caught stealing
shirts from a store in Patong
attempted to bribe police officers
with 140,000 baht in order to let
them off the hook.
Officers, however, turned down
Aussie’s offer. Nonetheless, the
two were not charged for the
attempted bribery.

POLICE officers who carried out a raid on a
home in central Phuket last week without presenting a warrant or any identification, under
the claim that they were empowered to do so
under martial law, will face an investigation
ordered by Governor Nisit Jansomwong.
Governor Nisit ordered the probe after hundreds of people turned out at Phuket Provincial
Hall on Monday to support a complaint against
the Cherng Talay Police filed by the homeowner, Hathairat Songyot.
An emotional and tearful Ms Hathairat,
accompanied by her uncle, Srisoonthorn
Mayor Worrawut Songyot, handed to Gov
Nisit her complaint, which alleged the officers abused their positions of power under
martial law in a raid on her family home on
December 3.
A total of 17 officers – mostly from the
Cherng Talay Police and many of whom were
out of uniform – arrived at Ms Hathairat’s
home at about 7:30pm that night, she
explained.
“They were accompanied by several military personnel in uniform. They raided my
house, searching for my brother, Padungsuk,”
she said.
Continued on Page 7

SOCIAL media platforms have
been buzzing after a video surfaced
that shows a man suffering from a
serious head wound after an
incident at a checkpoint.
In the video, the man asks rescue workers, who arrived at the
scene after the incident, “Why did
you hit me with a baton?”

Full Story Page 5

Egat continues
push for Krabi
clean-coal plant
THE Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand (Egat) continues its
campaign to bring a clean-coal
power plant to Krabi, despite strong
local opposition.
During a tour of a facility in
Germany, Egat officials noted the
financial benefits of a clean-coal
power plant for southern Thailand’s
energy needs.
Hathairat Songyot broke into tears as she filed the complaint to Gov Nisit. Photo: Woranut Pechdee

Full Story Page 6
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Man busted for illegal guns
after dodging checkpoint
POLICE foiled an armed man’s
plan for revenge by arresting him
after he sped through a checkpoint
in Phuket on December 4.
Police chased down Vatcharin
Chaisen, 26, at about 3am after
he charged through the checkpoint in Karon to avoid being pulled
over by officers.
“After we stopped him, we
found two homemade handguns,
two rounds of ammunition and
two small knives in his pick-up
truck,” said Lt Pitchut Srinak of
the Karon Police.
“Mr Vatcharin told us that he
was carrying the weapons because he was on his way to attack
his brother’s enemy.”
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Family of three injured
as store shelves collapse
By Voratuss Intasee

A FAMILY of three, including an
11-year-old girl, were rushed to
hospital last Sunday after eight
racks of shelves more than threemeters tall toppled over at the
HomeWorks store inside Central
Festival Phuket East, bringing
down a hail of full paint buckets
on the unsuspecting shoppers.
“My daughter kept yelling,
‘Mum! Help me! Help Me!,” said
Phatcharee Boontaley, 35.
Two staffers rushed in to help
the family and recover Pitchaya
Saekim, 11, from under the pile of
paint buckets and collapsed shelves.
Wichit Police and Kusoldharm
Foundation rescue workers also
promptly arrived at the scene.
The family were rushed to
Bangkok Hospital Phuket. Pitchaya
had injuries to her face and her right
shoulder. Ms Phatcharee, and her
partner, Mr Paiboon, 42, both suffered bruising.
The store reopened on Wednesday amid promises that the
damaged shelves had been removed and that all the remaining
shelves had been inspected and
were safe to use.
Chanin Thiencharoen, the
HomeWorks nationwide vice
president for marketing, said investigations were still underway
to determine exactly what caused
the shelves to tip over.
However, he indicated that the
incident was most likely due to human error.
“A third-party technical inspection team sent by HomeWorks
Head Office in Bangkok has con-

Chanin Thiencharoen said that investigations were still underway to
determine exactly what caused eight shelves to tip over.

firmed that the shelves were structurally sound, in accordance with
national safety guidelines. The
shelves themselves are of a high
standard and widely used in various retail outlets across the
country,” said Mr Chanin.
Government construction surveyors were also called in to assess
whether there was any structural
damage to the building caused by
the falling shelves. They reported
that there was no damage done and
gave the all clear for the store to
re-open on Wednesday, said a
statement issued by HomeWorks.
Mr Chanin confirmed that
HomeWorks will cover all related

medical costs and added that the
management had visited the family.
As of Wednesday, Pitchaya remained in hospital.
“Doctors said she can go home
now, but I still want her to stay
under observation since she
doesn’t look so well,” Ms
Phatcharee said.
“Managers from HomeWorks
have already discussed with us
about the medical bills and that
they will take responsibility for
everything,” she confirmed.
Additional reporting by Thawit
Bilabdullar and Kritsada
Mueanhawong.

Warning issued after cop flips car
Homemade guns were seized.

Police charged Mr Vatcharin
with illegal possession of a firearm and ammunition, and for
carrying a firearm in public without a permit.
– Kritsada Mueanhawong

A RAINY-WEATHER drivingspeed warning was issued after a
Phuket police officer flipped his
car on the way to Phuket International Airport on December 7.
Lt Nikom Keawnu of the
Cherng Talay Police and his female passenger both walked away
unharmed from the accident on
the new airport road.
“The accident occurred when it
was raining. We were on a downhill curve on the wet road and I lost

The officer blamed road conditions.

control of the car,” Lt Nikom told
Kusoldharm Foundation rescue
workers and Tah Chat Chai Police

when they arrived at the scene.
Tah Chat Chai Police are investigating the case and considering
charging Lt Nikom for the damages done to the guardrail the car
had burst through.
“It is important that people slow
down when they are driving in
inclement weather, especially on
curves or hilly roads,” Lt Suppawit
Jinukul of the Tah Chat Chai Police told the Gazette.
– Thawit Bilabdullar
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Social media lights up with
police brutality allegations
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Motorcyclist
killed as truck
overtakes in
heavy deluge

By Kritsada Mueanhawong

SOCIAL networks are buzzing
with allegations of police brutality
at a checkpoint in Phuket Town
on December 6 after video footage surfaced of rescue workers
treating an injured man.
The stir comes from the video
footage in which Chaiyarong
Trongtor, 25, asks rescue workers, “Why did you hit me with a
baton?”
“When I arrived, after my team,
Mr Chaiyarong was lying on his
back with blood covering his head,”
Kusoldharm foundation rescue
worker Chukiat Ayuperm said.
“While we were helping him,
he kept asking us, ‘Why did you
hit me with a baton?’”
Mr Chaiyarong remains at
Vachira Phuket Hospital with a blood
clot in his brain. He is still unable to
fully explain the events of the night,
Mr Chaiyarong’s sister, Umaporn
Iedsen, told the Gazette.
“My brother was with a friend
that night. They were returning
from work when they arrived at
the police checkpoint. My
brother’s friend went through first
and didn’t see what happened to
my brother,” she said.
“However, he said that it

The truck hit the motorbike
head-on, killing the driver.

Umaporn Iedsen led a group to Phuket City Police Station to demand justice for her brother.

couldn’t have been a motorbike
crash because he would have
heard it – and he didn’t.”
Ms Umaporn, her parents and
about 20 others on Monday

demanded justice and an investigation into what happened that
night.
Phuket City Police Superintendent Sermphan Sirikong met the

group and promised to look into
the matter.
“We will investigate the cause
of Mr Chaiyarong’s injuries,” Col
Sermphan said.

Police rule out foul play in toddler’s death
POLICE do not suspect foul play
in the death of a Phuket toddler
who was found dead in a pool
outside of his family’s house in
Rawai on December 5.
Marcus Pandragon Pearce, 16
months old, was discovered
floating in the pool by his mother,
Malida Pearce.
“Mrs Pearce told us that her
English husband, Jass Pearce,
had gone out to run some errands
while she was sleeping,” said
Chalong Police Superintendent

Krittapas Dazintharasorn.
“When she woke up, the door
to the pool terrace was not closed.
She looked for Marcus and found
him dead in the pool. She immediately called police.”
After questioning Mr and Mrs
Pearce and investigating the scene,
police believe that the tragic incident was an accident. However,
the toddler was taken to Vachira
Phuket Hospital so that doctors
could confirm the cause of death.
– Kritsada Mueanhawong

The door to the pool terrace was left open.

A MOTORCYCLIST was killed in
a head-on collision with a pick-up
truck that was trying to overtake
a car in Phuket on December 7.
Police and
Ruam
Jai
Foundation
rescue workers
arrived on the
scene, Thep
Anusorn Road
in Wichit, at
about 9:30pm. A rescue worker
In the mid- at the scene.
dle of the road, they found the
body of 27-year-old Jakkrapong
Sungjang.
“Witnesses told police that the
pick-up truck was speeding down
the road during heavy rain and tried
to overtake a car,” said Capt
Natchaya Suwannapong of the
Wichit Police, adding that the pickup driver declined to be named.
“When the truck driver crossed
into the other lane to pass the car,
he hit the motorcyclist.”
Police confirmed to the Gazette
that Mr Jakkrapong died instantly.
Police gathered evidence from
the scene and took the truck driver
into custody for questioning.
“The truck driver has been
charged with reckless driving
causing death and is in police custody,” Capt Natchaya said.
– Kritsada Mueanhawong
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Beach restaurant knocked down
By Thawit Bilabdullar

The fire started in a tailor shop.

Fire on Bangla
FIREFIGHTERS put out a fire
that erupted at a tailor shop in
Phuket’s famous nightlife district
– Soi Bangla – on December 6.
No injuries or fatalities were
reported.
Police were notified of the blaze
by a tuk-tuk driver who saw
smoke pouring out of the shop at
about 10:30am.
“The driver and a friend attempted to quell the flames with
fire extinguishers. However, they
were unable to get the fire under
control,” a firefighter said.
“By the time firetrucks arrived
at the scene, the flames had spread
to a nearby pharmacy, a massage
parlor, a tattoo shop, another tailor shop and Smile Bar.”
Police estimate damages to be
about 5 million baht.
Police are still trying to determine the cause of the fire.
– Thawit Bilabdullar

THE owners of The Beach Club
restaurant in Nai Yang are facing
charges for obstructing officers
after they tried to prevent the
demolition of their building on
Monday – deemed illegally built on
public land last month.
Owners Aroon Prewphanchoo
and Sanya Trirongthong parked a
10-wheeled trailer and several cars
in front of their restaurant before
officials from the Sakoo Tambon
Administration Organization
(OrBorTor) turned up for
Monday’s tear-down.
“The Beach Club was scheduled to be torn down by its owner
seven days after the court’s decision, which should have been done
by December 4, but they refused
to take action,” said Surin
Yotharak, vice president of the
Sakoo OrBorTor.
“This is why we had to take
matters into our own hands.”
Sakoo OrBorTor had to call in
police and Navy backup in order
to have the vehicles towed away
from The Beach Club.
Once the vehicles were towed,
and taken to the Tah Chat Chai
Police Station, backhoes could

Backhoes were brought in to demolish The Beach Club restaurant.

move in, confirmed Mr Surin.
“Our actions followed the law
and all regulations. Unless there
are new orders from the court, we
cannot allow the building to remain
on public land,” Mr Surin said.
Sompop Choosorn, head of the
Civil Engineering Department of
the Sakoo OrBorTor, confirmed on
Tuesday that the OrBorTor have
pressed charges against Mr Aroon

and Mr Sanya for obstructing
officers carrying out their duties.
However, The Beach Club owners argued that they blocked the
demolition because they questioned the legitimacy of the
process by which Sakoo
OrBorTor officials deemed their
building illegal.
Mr Aroon said that he had filed
a complaint with the Administra-

tive Court regarding the officials’
actions, and that a court date was
set for December 9.
“We parked our vehicles there
because we wanted the Sakoo
OrBorTor to wait a little longer for
the Administrative Court to hear our
case and make a decision,” he said.
“If everything was carried out
legally by the Sakoo OrBorTor and
if our buildings are actually illegal, we would have torn them
down ourselves.”
Phuket Vice Governor Somkiet
Sangkaosuttirak issued the
December 8 demolition deadline at
a meeting on November 27, when
he explained that the Court of Appeal had dismissed the owners’
attempts to preserve their place on
the sands.
The owners had previously
managed to wrangle a stay of execution from the Royal Thai
Army earlier in November, when
military personnel first arrived in
force to demolish the buildings.
However, that stay was
repealed, and the Sakoo OrBorTor
confirmed with the Office of the
Council of State that the local authority had full rights to demolish
the buildings once the owners’
appeal had been dismissed.

Coach plays keepie-uppie
for 10k to honor The King

Praphan Khongmuean’s previous record was 6km. Photo: Rawai Municipality

A LOCAL football coach played
keepie-uppie, the act of juggling a
football without allowing the ball
to hit the ground, for 10 kilometers along Phuket’s coast in honor
of HM King Bhumibol Adulyadej’s
87th birthday on December 5
Praphan Khongmuean, coach
at Republic Phuket and keepieuppie marathoner, started juggling
the ball at Kata Beach Resort and
Spa at 7am and kept the ball aloft
as he worked his way along the
zigzagging coastal road to
Promthep Cape.
Along the way, there were
spectators cheering Mr Praphan
on, especially when he
approached the stairs leading up
to Promthep Cape – one of the
most difficult places to play

keepie-uppie on his personalrecord-breaking journey.
Rawai Mayor Aroon Solos,
Deputy Mayor Pisis Papakityotsaphat and a large crowd
congratulated Mr Praphan after
he successfully arrived at the
iconic Phuket viewpoint without
having dropped the ball once during his 10-kilometer trip.
“I love His Majesty the King and
I am so proud to have completed
this task,” Mr Praphan told the
crowd.
Mr Praphan’s previous keepieuppie record, set in 2012, was six
kilometers. That journey took him
from Soi Yod Sanae to Phuket’s
Big Buddha image atop Phra Yai
Mountain.
– Voratuss Intasee
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Police turn down bribe, arrest men
bribery.
“We did not add attempted bribTWO Australian tourists were ery to their charges, as they are
given a stern lecture and a second young and perhaps weren’t thinkchance by Phuket police after the ing clearly when they offered the
two allegedly tried to bribe police money to us,” he said.
officers to drop theft charges
“We were sympathetic this
against them.
time, as the crime they were
The Aussies, named by police arrested for wasn’t very serious.
only as 21-year-old Maurice and However, next time, we won’t be.
25-year-old John Jo Han, were Anyone who tries to bribe a poarrested early
lice officer will
this morning
to face the
‘I told them to keep their have
for shoplifting
consequences
money, and asked if they of their ac10 sport jerseys
from a shop on would be able to get away tions.”
Bangla Road on
penalty
with bribing police in their forThe
December 3.
attempting
own country.’
“Once we
to bribe an
apprehended
– Lt Col Sutthichai Tianpho officer is up to
the men and
five years in
they confessed to the theft, one prison, a fine of up to 10,000 baht
of them offered us 140,000 baht or both.
in cash to forget the incident,”
The Aussies were caught on
said Lt Col Sutthichai Tianpho of December 4 after a Bangla Road
the Patong Police.
shop owner, who police declined
“I told them to keep their to name, notified officers of a
money, and asked if they would theft in her store.
be able to get away with bribing
“The shop owner said that the
police in their own country.”
two men came in as normal cusLt Col Sutthichai charged the tomers, but left without paying for
Aussies with theft, but chose not the jerseys,” said Col Sutthichai.
to charge them for attempted
“We checked the shop’s CCTV
By Chutharat Plerin

Locals snagged the snake in a basket before rescue workers arrived.

Villagers catch
cobra in basket
A GROUP of Phuket locals
trapped a large cobra that they discovered while cleaning up their
village in honor of HM King
Bhumibol Adulyadej’s birthday on
December 5.
Kusoldharm Foundation rescue
workers arrived at the scene in
Rassada to find the more than 2meter-long female cobra trapped
inside a large basket.
“We had to be careful when we
caught her, because she was in a
very aggressive state,” said
rescue worker Jessada Janpen.
“Once we had her safely in the
bag, we were able to transport her
to a more remote jungle location
to release her.”

Mr Jessada was awarded the
Rotary International’s Family and
Community Service Award for his
bravery and commitment in service earlier this year. It was only
the fifth award of its kind bestowed upon a Phuket individual
or group.
Mr Jessada received the award
for his act of bravery on May 26,
when he plunged into a sewer to
rescue maintenance workers who
had succumbed to hydrogen sulfide fumes. Seconds later, he lay
unconscious at the bottom of the
same sewer pit. Though Mr
Jessada survived, the incident
claimed the lives of four men.
– Kritsada Mueanhawong

The two men were tracked down in their hotel room after being spotted on the beachfront road.

footage and saw Maurice lifting
the jerseys from the shop. He then
handed one of the shirts to John
and they both walked out.”
Police scoured the streets of
Patong looking for the two men,
but to no avail. Later, the shop

owner spotted the Aussies walking on Patong’s beachfront road
and notified police.
Officers were then able to track
down the men at their hotel on
Phra Metta Road.
“After we showed hotel staff

a picture of the men, we were led
to their room. We found the pair
inside, and the shop owner identified them as the thieves,” Col
Sutthichai said.
“The stolen jerseys were lying
on the bed.”
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Hard push for clean-coal plant
PM Prayut. Photo: Reuters

PM Prayut to
lead tsunami
memorials in
Phang Nga
PRIME Minister Gen Prayut Chanocha will lead foreign envoys and
relatives of the 2004 tsunami
victims in a memorial marking
the 10th anniversary of the disaster in Khao Lak on December 26.
Sihasak Phuangketkeow, permanent secretary of the Foreign
Ministry, announced this week that
his office, and others, would host
the event on December 26-27.
PM Prayut will preside over the
opening of the event, and will
thank those who provided aid after the disaster, Mr Sihasak said.
The ceremony will be held at
the Tor 813 Tsunami Memorial
Park at Khao Lak, announced
Russ Jalichandra, deputy directorgeneral of the Department of
Information last month.
“The ceremony will be marked
in memory of the victims who lost
their lives in the waves. The Thai
government has invited VIPs
from other countries to attend the
ceremony,” Mr Russ said.
“Multi-faith ceremonies will be
held at the patrol boat memorial
site, and there will be a ‘Light Up’
ceremony and musical performances on stage that night.”
On December 27, PM Prayut
will visit Baan Nam Khem and Chai
Pattana-Kachad Thai villages.
– The Nation / Phuket Gazette

THE Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand (Egat) is
pushing ahead with its plans to
build a coal-fired power plant in
Krabi by 2019.
Despite public outcry about the
environmental impact of the
planned power plant, Egat deems
“clean coal” energy supply as a
vital force for the country’s energy security, said Anuchart
Palakawongse na Ayudhya, Egat
director of environmental projects,
during a visit to a coal-fired plant
in Germany over the weekend.
“With ‘clean-coal’ technology,
coal will be the best energy source
for the country’s power generation in the next one or two
decades,” Mr Anuchart said.
Mr Anuchart revealed that Egat
planned to boost coal as the energy source for power generation
from 14 per cent to 23 per cent
by 2030.
The trip to Germany offered a
glimpse of how a new-generation
lignite-fired power plants can be
“friendly” to the environment.
Binselberg Wind Park can generate up to 9,000 megawatts of
electricity a year with its two turbine sets. It “lowers” carbon
dioxide emissions by 5,800 tonnes
every year.
Egat has stressed that while it
is trying to push for the use of a
coal-fired power plant at Nuea
Khlong, south of Krabi Town, it
has not lost focus on renewableenergy promotion.
“We will continue to boost the
percentage of renewable energy in
power generation too. It should
rise from 14 per cent now to 28
per cent by 2030,” said Wiwat
Chancherngpanich, Egat’s assistant governor for power plant
construction.
Like Mr Anuchart, Mr Wiwat
believes that coal is a good choice
for electricity generating, saying
production costs range from 2.8

Krabi villagers have long protested the plant. Photo: Kritsada Mueanhawong

baht to 3 baht per unit.
“When using wind energy, the
cost is between 5 baht and 6 baht
per unit,” he pointed out. “When
using solar energy, the cost ranges
between 8 baht and 9 baht per
unit.”
Mr Wiwat also said that renewable energy was still not very
stable as a source of power generation.
“For example, if we stick to
solar energy, we must understand
that we may get just four or five
hours of sunlight on some days,”
Mr Wiwat said.
Egat’s plan to set up a coal-fired
power plant in Krabi, however, has
drawn opposition from locals and
environmentalists.
They have highlighted what
happened to people living near the
lignite-fired Mae Moh Power Plant
in Lampang. There, locals have
been struggling with pollution and
related health issues.
According to Mr Anuchart, the
Mae Moh plant has been improved
and has reduced its sulphur-dioxide emissions significantly.
He said that Egat recognized
that the Mae Moh plant was old
and it would be closed soon.

‘

Our consulting firm is in
the process of gathering
people’s opinions

’

– Anuchart Palakawongse na
Ayudhya, Egat director of
environmental projects

“As for our new projects, we
should be able to do at least as well
as Germany,” he said.
For example, for the planned
coal-fired power plant in Krabi, he
said that Egat would spend up to
800 million baht on constructing
a tunnel for coal transportation
along a stretch that went past a
mangrove forest, an issue strongly
contested by local fishermen.

He said that the transportation
system would be closed in order
to prevent environmental impacts
along the route. Boats used for
coal transportation would stay
clear of coral reefs off Phi Phi
Island and Lanta Island.
Dust particles from the plant’s
emissions would be 30
milligrammes per cubic metre of
air, much lower than the standard
80 milligrammes per cubic metre
of air.
Sulphur dioxide emissions
would also be far below the standard requirement.
“Our consulting firm is in the
process of gathering people’s
opinions,” Mr Anuchart said.
He added that if the 50-billionbaht plant received Cabinet
approval, its construction would
start in 2016 and finish in 2019.
The plant, which would replace
an old plant at the same location,
would use sub-bituminus coal, an
“eco-friendly” raw material, Mr
Anuchart said.
That plant and two plants
planned for Songkhla were crucial in ensuring electricity security
in the South.
“We still need coal-fired power
plants,” Mr Anuchart explained.
However, the many protests
mean there are now question
marks over whether the Krabi and
Songkhla plants will go ahead. And
if they are not constructed, would
Egat be able to find enough energy to meet needs
Mr Wiwat said that if the power
plants could not use coal to produce
power, Egat would have to consider
other options such as liquefied natural gas, which would cause the
electricity-producing cost to increase by 2-3 baht per unit.
The other option would be to
buy energy from other sources
such as dams in Myanmar, Laos
and Cambodia.
– The Nation
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Orphans’ champions arrive
Epic cycling journey from Sweden to Phuket comes to close, raises B1.6mn
By Isaac Stone Simonelli

A GROUP of cyclists raising
funds for a post-tsunami orphanage – who peddled from Sweden
to Phuket through the fierce heat
of Iran and the freezing cold of
China – arrived to a cheering
crowd on December 6.
Calle Wollgard, Fredrik Jessen,
Tomi Blumen, Christofer
Johansson and Kunn Lee were
shaking as they took a left off of
Thepkrassatri Road for the last
few hundred meters’ stretch to
Barnhem Muang Mai orphanage.
“I don’t remember much from
7-Eleven to here, just an euphoric,
amazing feeling. There were so
many people here to meet us, more
than I could ever think – it was just
great,” Calle, still in his spandex an
hour later, told the Gazette.
Christofer concurred.
“It was so weird, I got so shaky
here. I don’t know why. It was
overwhelming to see the people
here. Now it’s sunk in and I’m
completely calm,” he said.
After charting the team as they

The Swedes and Mr Lee received a warm welcome as they rolled into Barnhem orphanage. Photo: Phuket Post

pushed through 18 countries,
thousands of kilometers of road,
insane traffic and breathtaking
moments of heartwarming humanity, the Barnhem caretakers
Susanne Janson and Hans Forssell
were filled to the brim with emotion as well.
“When I saw them come, I
started to cry, of course. I was

Governor Nisit (right) receives the complaint. Photo: Woranut Pechdee

Police face probe for alleged
abuse of martial law powers
From Page 1

…“They said that they had an arrest warrant for him, and that he
was wanted on criminal charges
under the Offence Arising from
the Use of Cheque Act BE 2534.”
Attempts to stop the officers
from entering the home were
brushed aside, though Mr
Padungsak was nowhere to be
found.
“The officers accused me and
my relatives, including Mayor
Worrawut, of obstructing them in
performing their duty,” said Ms
Hathairat.
“They said that they have the
authority under martial law to enter and search any house to
apprehend a suspect. However,
they did not even show us the
warrant, and they refused to show
their police ID cards.”
Feeling unsafe after the raid,

Ms Hathairat decided to seek justice by filing the complaint, which
she said was sent to the Royal Thai
Police headquarters in Bangkok
and the Region 8 Police headquarters in Surat Thani.
Governor Nisit was asked to
have the officers who took part
in the raid transferred in order to
ensure there would be no repercussions for filing the complaint.
Though he did not immediately
agree to transfer the officers, Gov
Nisit vowed to have the incident
thoroughly investigated.
“We will form a task force to
establish what really happened,”
Gov Nisit said.
“We will ask the commanding
officer who ordered the raid to
explain what happened. We will be
fair to both sides.”
Meanwhile, the search for Mr
Padungsak continues, an officer who
declined to be named confirmed.

relieved that they had made it, and
that there were no problems,”
Susanne said.
“They came here with a lot of
great stories about how kind people
are all over the world. Apart from
having them here, the best thing
is all the stories they have about
how good people are.”
Nowhere was the kindness of

a population more prevalent than
in Iran, said Calle.
“We met so many humble
people on our way, especially in
central Asia and the Middle East.
They just opened up their houses
and their homes,” Calle said.
“It’s overwhelming. In Iran, for
example, it happened everyday…
I’ve never done that for anyone

before, but I will now.”
In China, however, the team
found more than hospitality. They
found a new team member: Khunn
Lee.
“I think, ‘I’m Chinese, I can
find them food, can find them
hotels.’ So I think I am valuable
and make their trip easier in China.
They are very glad, very fortunate
to find a Chinese guy [like me] in
China,” said Lee.
Unlike the Swedes, whose journey has come to an end with
varying degrees of willingness to
mount a bike anytime soon, Lee
is already back on his bike with
plans to travel through Southeast
Asia before returning to China.
Though the team hit their goal
and arrived in Phuket before the
10th anniversary of the tsunami,
they put in nearly 1,800 more kilometers than originally planned.
Even with the added distance,
every kilometer was turned into
baht for the orphanage. By the end
of their extended trek, the team
had raised approximately 1.6
million baht.
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Cyber-attack on Sony traced to
five-star hotel WiFi connection
Koh Tao murder
suspects entered
plea of not guilty
TWO Myanmar nationals have
pleaded innocent in court over
charges related to the murders of
two British tourists on Koh Tao in
September.
Zaw Lin and Win Zaw Htun,
both 21, were presented at the Koh
Samui Provincial Court on Monday to hear the charges against
them, but denied any wrongdoing,
reported The Nation.
Prosecutors indicted the suspects on charges of illegal entry
to Thailand, illegal stay, premeditated murder of a male British
tourist, gang-raping a female British tourist and killing the female
victim to cover up their crimes.
Win Zaw Htun also faces another charge of theft.
The Myanmar Embassy is now
preparing to seek bail for the men.
The next court hearing is scheduled on February 25.

A CRIPPLING cyber-attack on
Sony Pictures Entertainment has
been traced to a WiFi connection
in a Bangkok hotel, The Nation
reported on Monday.
The hackers, believed to belong
to a pro-North Korea group,
allegedly carried out their attack
with the help of a high-speed WiFi connection at the St Regis
Bangkok hotel.
Cyber-security experts traced
the hackers’ “digital footprints” to
the hotel, although they did not rule
out the possibility the crime was
carried out remotely, with the
perpetrators taking advantage of
the hotel’s open network.
It remained unknown on Monday whether the hacking, carried
out in the early hours of December 2, took place in a hotel
guestroom or public area – if carried out in the hotel at all.
Hotel management is aware of
the incident and is investigating,
said a hotel employee who spoke
on condition of anonymity.
The attack shut down most of
Sony’s Hollywood studio enter-

The cyber-attack shut down part of Sony for over a week. Photo: Colin

tainment arm for more than a
week. Additionally, the hackers
released sensitive data over the
internet, including employee
salaries and social security numbers along with high-quality
digital versions of several
unreleased films.

Meanwhile, the North Korean
government’s state-run media said
the cyber-attack may have been
the work of pro-Pyongyang supporters. They also dismissed
charges that the country itself was
to blame as a “wild rumor”,
Reuters reported on Monday.

An article from the state KCNA
news agency said that North Korea had “called on the world” to
defend it from a forthcoming Sony
Pictures Entertainment comedy
The Interview, which features a
plot to assassinate North Korean
leader Kim Jong-un.
North Korea has described the
film as an “act of war”.
The article warned the United
States that “there are a great
number of supporters and
sympathizers of the DPRK all
over the world”.
It said Guardians of Peace, the
hacking gang that has taken responsibility for the attack at the
Sony Corp unit, was one such
group. A North Korean diplomat
has denied Pyongyang was behind
the attack, though a US security
source said it was a suspect.
Joseph DeTrani, a former US
intelligence official who has served
as a special envoy in negotiations
with Pyongyang, said that North
Korea has historically been truthful when making statements about
its involvement in attacks.

Surrender and fight for justice,
police tell billionaire fugitive
ROYAL Thai Police spokesman
Prawut Thawornsiri has called on
fugitive billionaire Nopporn
Suppipat to turn himself in, and
fight what the billionaire claims are
unfair allegations and distortions
of the facts made against him.
Responding to an interview Mr
Nopporn gave AFP from an undisclosed location – during which
the baht-billionaire denied the allegations against him – Lt Gen
Prawut highlighted a number of
what he called irregularities and inconsistencies in the Wind Energy
Holding president’s comments.
Gen Prawut questioned why Mr
Nopporn did not fight Bunthit
Chotewitthayakul in court if his
claim that he had repaid the money
he owed Mr Bunthit were true, reported The Nation.
Mr Nopporn has denied police
accusations that he helped orchestrate the kidnapping of Mr Bunthit,
allegedly over a multi-million-baht
debt Mr Nopporn owed him.
Gen Prawut described as unconvincing Mr Nopporn’s claim
that he had agreed to pay 5mn baht
to Navy commander Parinya
Rakwathin so that Cdr Parinya
would help “hasten the repayment” of Mr Nopporn’s debt to
Mr Bunthit.
ON THE LAM

It has been rumored that Mr
Nopporn fled to Cambodia since
the story broke earlier this month.
But a Cambodian immigration
officer, Teb Yadee, dismissed the
rumor and said Cambodian authorities would hand him over to
Thailand if they arrested him.

Mr Nopporn. Photo: The Nation

In the interview, Mr Nopporn
said he fled to Cambodia on
November 30 after he realized he
would be charged with lese
majeste.
Mr Nopporn also said he did
not owe Mr Bunthit money, but
had obtained a 17mn-baht loan
from a company owned by three
people, including Mr Bunthit.
“All three people did not deem
it to be a loan and filed an embezzlement complaint against me
before I had repaid the whole
amount,” he said.
“Mr Bunthit is the only person
who hasn’t withdrawn the complaint against me, despite him
receiving his share of the 17mn
baht. I haven’t owed Mr Bunthit
any money since April 2012, when
I fully repaid him.”
He added that he had no intention of returning to Thailand any
time soon because he believed he
would be unable to get a fair hearing under the junta-led nation.
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Future still cloudy
for the 2015 AEC
THE self-imposed 2015 deadline
for the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) is quickly
approaching, and ASEAN member
states are working to amend their
laws to bring them closer in line
with the requirements of the AEC.
ASEAN comprises ten nations
whose combined economies would
rank the sixth largest in the world.
The purpose is to accelerate economic growth, social progress and
cultural development within the
region, as well as to promote peace
and stability. ASEAN has already
helped to stabilize the region and
promote free trade.
The AEC is an agreement for
greater economic integration of
the ASEAN member states by the
end of 2015. According to the
AEC Blueprint, the goal of the AEC
is to create “a single market and
production base, a highly competitive economic region, a region of
equitable economic development
and a region that is fully integrated
into the global economy”.
Economic integration and the
free flow of businesses and labor
is a worthwhile goal. Integration
boosts the flow of knowledge and
skills. Labor competition forces
governments to provide education
and training that is valued in the
business industry, while the flow
of services will benefit consumers. Additionally, the freer flow of
capital will put budgetary pressure
on governments to ensure the
soundness of their economies.
The lofty goals of the AEC are

Robert Virasin, a licenced US
attorney, has served as a
legal manager of Siam Legal
International since June 2014.
Prior to joining the firm, he
received his Masters of Law in
International Business from
Chulalongkorn University,
a bachelor’s degree from
University of California and his
Juris Doctorate from the
University of Houston Law Center.
Here, Mr Virasin discusses the future of the ASEAN
Economic Community (AEC) and the difficulty some countries
may have in amending their laws and opening their
economies in time for the 2015 launch.
more difficult than the initial goals
of ASEAN when it was formed.
Economic integration requires nations to individually amend their
laws to comply with the adopted
requirements of the AEC. This
means that ASEAN Member States
will have to open up their economies to other member nations.
It is always a difficult matter
for governments to release controls over their economy. It is even
more difficult when the governments have to inform their citizens
that foreign-owned businesses and
foreign workers will be allowed
to compete with local businesses
and local workers. These governments fear that their local
businesses and local workers do
not have the capability to compete
without protection.
Many of the ASEAN Member
States have protectionist policies
to limit competition against their

local industries. The two largest
ASEAN countries, Indonesia and
Thailand, have several restrictive
policies that prevent foreign-owned
businesses from operating in their
countries and restrictions on foreign nationals gaining lawful
employment in certain occupations.
Nearly all of the ASEAN members
have restrictions on foreign ownership of land or property.
The future of the AEC is still
cloudy. The dilemma is that members who feel that they are better
able to compete within ASEAN
will free up their economies
sooner. They will be able to obtain the benefits of economic
integration and foreign investment
faster. Member States that delay
opening their markets, or place
unwarranted hindrance on competition, may feel even more
strongly that their countries cannot compete in a free market.

Umbrellas are allowed to be brought to Phuket’s beaches, but this is not
ideal for some of the island’s family tourists. Photo: Gazette file

Goodbye, Phuket
MY FAMILY, together with two
other families, have travelled together to enjoy our holidays in
Phuket, and Karon Beach in particular, every Swedish winter for
the past 13 years.
But now it’s over.
We are able to see Karon Beach
from a web camera that broadcasts video online from a resort
beside the beach – and because
there are no umbrellas and no sunloungers, we have decided to go
to some other warm country for
our holidays this year.
It’s a total disaster for everyone on Phuket and we cannot
understand why this situation has
been accepted.
I’m sure that this will affect
many tourists’ decision on
whether or not to spend their holidays in Phuket, and could easily
affect many tourists’ decisions on
whether to come to Thailand at
all, if Phuket is a major part of their
travel plans.
As a regular tourist, you get to
know the local vendors over time,
as you always go to the same
place, and this is a big part of staying at Karon Beach. You can get
local advice and information, buy
something to drink or eat, and the
prices are really good.
As far as the corruption scandal about the huge amounts of

By Wicke Wiktorin
Do you have an opinion to voice?
Email Editor@PhuketGazette.net

money spent on acquiring beach
contracts, the reason why it did
not become an issue for tourists
is because it didn’t really affect
us.
We don’t really care because
the vendors were taking care of
us. If we had to arrange beach
umbrellas and everything else all
by ourselves, then I’m sure that
would have been the end of the
expression the “Land of Smiles”.
And I’m afraid that the latest
news that tourists are now allowed to bring their own umbrellas
doesn’t fix the problem.
Imagine a family carrying their
kids and all of their toys down to
the beach. They will not accept
the fact that they have to bring
their own umbrellas and other
essentials to at the tropical
beaches as well. It’s just too
much to carry.
This means that we, all three
families, have this year decided to
go to Vietnam instead of Thailand,
and that’s a pity, because, after all,
we have visited Thailand for about
14 years.
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Transparency:
blanket of safety
THE joint police and military raid on the home of a prominent
resident of Srisoonthorn has resulted in an order from Phuket’s
governor for an investigation into why such heavy-handed tactics
were required in what is ostensibly a case of alleged check fraud.
While the December 3 raid failed in its goal to bring Mr
Padungsak Songyot into custody, the manner in which the operation was carried out was enough to embolden hundreds of supporters
of the Songyot family to march on Phuket Provincial Hall.
The protest on Monday was the first major gathering there
since the National Council for Peace and Order (NCPO) seized
power on May 22 and immediately imposed a ban on all protests
and political assemblies of more than five people.
Praise must go to Phuket Governor Nisit Jansomwong for personally receiving the complaint and for acting on it so swiftly.
But what observers around the world will be focusing on is the
claim by the local police that they had the authority – under
martial law – to not present a warrant to search the premises, or
indeed to present any identification at all to confirm their status
as officers of the law.
The NCPO came under criticism in its initial weeks of control
of Thailand for its arrests and subsequent interrogation of suspected political agitators, but the junta responded quickly with a
barrage of public declarations and press conferences to show the
people in Thailand and abroad its intentions and achievements
in bringing order out of the preceding years of political chaos.
The Phuket committee tasked with investigating the December 3 raid would do well to follow in the junta’s footsteps.
The NCPO has publicly declared on multiple occasions that
the law stood substantially as it did under the Constitution that
was in place when it seized power. Unless a clear explanation is
forthcoming, the December 3 ‘raid at will’ has the potential to
undermine that message.
Faith in the Thai police in recent years has not been at its zenith.
The scandal of former “crimebuster” Gen Pongpat Chayapan and
his henchmen, who abused their power to profit to the tune of
more than a billion baht, has done little to help.
Closer to home, the Srisoonthorn raid has ignited Thai social
media with questions as to how a “bounced check” could have
lead to an operation more akin to a raid on a separatist hideout
somewhere in Yala, Pattani or Narathiwat.
Given the nature and scale of the raid here, the impartial investigation promised by the governor and provincial police must
answer some of the many questions now troubling local residents.
The need for transparency has never been greater. The rules
must not only be observed; they must be seen to be observed. That
is the only way to restore faith in what is already a fragile system.

Can’t we find a compromise?
The last 11 years we have enjoyed
eating and drinking at the restaurants under the trees at Nai Harn
Beach.
Now they are gone, and we
miss them.
Coming from Europe, we enjoy sitting outside to eat and drink.
So, when summer comes to Europe, the restaurants and cafes
move out onto the public pavement
and other public places, and sometimes even onto the street itself.
We understand that the authorities don’t want permanent private
use of public land.
In Europe, it is not permanent,
as everything is gone on public
land when the winter comes.
Could a similar use not be utilized in Nai Harn Beach?
Allow private use of public land
in the high season and then get it
cleared in the low season, when it
rains and there are not so many
tourists?
This would solve the authorities’
problems about no permanent use
of public land and we, the tourists,
would get back our restaurants under the trees.
Finn Amsinck
Chalong

Do you have an opinion to voice?
Email Editor@PhuketGazette.net

Deadly Thepkrasattri
drivers are at it again

and meaning.
For our football juggler, though
I can’t personally relate, it made
me smile and it brought an aspect
of the unknown world to my computer screen, so I’ll give it two
thumbs up. Keep it balanced and
interesting, Gazette.
Trevor Green
Rawai

Bleak times ahead

Re: Gazette online, Pregnant mum
survives horror Phuket crash,
December 3
It’s like a Nascar race everyday on this stretch of roadway.
The absolute worst-driven
vehicles on this roadway – mini
vans and pickup trucks – are the
ones going in excess of 110kph.
Where in the world are they
going?
How about PG putting a tracker
on this site, starting January 1,
2015, that keeps a running tally
of the serious accidents on
Thepkrasattri Road.
Maybe then we can shame the
police into doing their job and
writing some speeding tickets.

Re: Gazette online, Phuket Beach
Club owners face charges for
blocking demolition, December 9
This appears to be another example of how far corruption has
gone in Phuket – when restaurant
owners have seemingly purchased
the right to build, or been given
the right of way to build, restaurants of this size on arguably public
land.
Bleak times ahead for some,
including those wondering who
will be knocking on the door for
them next.
Nothing surprises me here
now, and investing here is dodgy
to say the least.

MJE
Gazette forum

Skip
Gazette forum

Some tourists really Local News: the good, Why go cheap when
need beach facilities the bad and the ugly you can make cash?

Volume 21 Issue 51

Re: Gazette online, Opinion:
Phuket umbrellas return to paradise, December 7
Regulation and control.
It is impossible to think that
most of the tourists, especially
those with children and the elderly, can enjoy the beaches
without adequate facilities, especially on the beaches of the major
population centers that have
nothing to do with parks and
wilderness.
It does not take much to set up
serviced areas, leaving intact the
beauty of a beach – just some common sense and desire to do so.
Lucky
Gazette forum

Re: Gazette online, Phuket coach
conquers 10km keepie-uppie journey in honor of The King,
December 8
People argue that there isn’t
enough positive news out there in
the world. However, let’s be honest:
positive news isn’t what it’s about.
Positive news doesn’t highlight
the plight of the Rohingya; it
doesn’t bring real human suffering that demands the world’s
attention to the forefront of the international stage.
Of course, that doesn’t mean
scare mongering with headlines
about the Black Death, just to get
readers, is necessary either. It just
means that real news has relevance

Re: Gazette online, Critical
Phuket underpass intersection to
close for three months from December 8
‘Amazing Thailand’ is correct!
Is this perfect timing or is
there just no planning? They could
have built a temporary overpass
from Kathu to Samkong. But,
why plan ahead?
The underpass was the most
costly and longest project.
But when you get the right ‘incentives’, why would you pick a
cheaper and maybe better solution?
Hopefully, the Central Festival
underpass will be finished soon.
James
Gazette forum
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Illuzion to transform nightlife
Interactive show, disco offers new revenue source for tour operators
By Isaac Stone Simonelli

TO HELP tour operators capitalize on the changing demographics
of clients on Phuket’s famed Soi
Bangla, which has piqued the curiosity of families and tour groups
over the past few years, Patong
Dine & Show brings the party
street Southeast Asia’s first combined interactive Vegas-style show
and discotheque – Illuzion.
With a 4-million-baht sound
system, a 70sqm LED screen and
millions of more baht spent on
lights and special effects, the
about 244mn-baht complex will
get started with a whole lot of
razzle-dazzle at its grand opening
on December 19.
“This is probably the best setting you can find in Thailand, not
only Phuket, because of the special effects, the sound system and
DJs,” explained Patrick Catellani,
CFO of Patong Dine & Show and
co-founder of Hollywood World
Entertainments.
“We know that only as a disco
it would be successful, but we
want to add on the core product,
which is the show.”
Similar to the Coco Bongo
Show and Disco in Mexico’s
prime party town of Cancun,
Illuzion weaves a series of
international-quality stage performances, aerial shows and
acrobatics into a single interactive
experience for guests.
“The name Illuzion comes from
the concept that we deliver to the
customer: when they come here,
they have to feel like they are in a
dream. That’s why we call it an
interactive show. It’s not just a sitand-watch-and-drink experience,
you can walk around and take part
in the dream – you are part of it,”

Even when Illuzion evolves into a full-on discotheque at 1am, there will still be acrobats in the sky. Photo: Supplied

Mr Catellani explained.
“At the moment, there is no such
place like this in Southeast Asia. The
goal is to do something completely
different. We believe that tour operators are seeking something
unique to present to their customers. There is a demand for a
high-quality experience like this.”
It is no secret that tour agents
do their best to fill every hour of a
tourist’s day with tours, events
and activities, not only to create

New Thai Airways International
president plans to revamp airline
CHARAMPORN Jotikasthira,
who took over as president of Thai
Airways International on December 4, has pledged to restructure
the national airline amid the tough
global environment and disease
outbreaks and restore its rightful
membership in the league of leading carriers of the world.
Mr Charamporn, the 17th president of THAI, said he would
execute the plan with a focus on
revamping the business model,
work system and strategy to drive
the flag carrier forward.
The plan for both the short term
is being proposed to the board of
directors. If the board agrees with
it this month as scheduled, it will
be passed on to the Superboard for
approval next month.
“THAI needs an adjustment like
some commercial banks did during 1997-98. The change will help
the company to gain strength to
beat the aviation industry,” he said.
The airline industry would con-

an experience their clients will
cherish, but to cash in on every
possible waking moment.
Keeping this in mind, Patong
Dine & Show saw an opening –
after 10pm.
“We operate other clubs in this
area and we have noticed changes
in the types of tourists here. The
number of tourists who come to
Phuket has increased significantly
due to the efforts of tour operators – they bring families, they

bring groups,” Mr Catellani said.
“These tourists are curious,
they come to see why Bangla is
popular, but once they are here…
they realize there is nothing for
them, so we wanted to come up
with something unique and classy
that fits their needs.”
With the venue featuring 400
VIP seats and 600 regular seats,
the core market for Illuzion will
not be walk-in guests, noted Mr
Catellani.

Tour operators will be key for
the company to hit its goal and be
in the black by the end of next
year.
“Tour operators are a very
important part of the market for
our business, so we will be putting a lot of effort into cooperating
with them,” Mr Catellani said.
To cater directly to the needs
of tour operators, Illuzion has
established a full line of facilities
and services, including transfers,
parking areas, VIP access and VIP
treatment for guests, as well as
food services for drivers and
areas where guides can relax away
from the show.
Multilingual staff will be on
hand to help cater to major
mass-tourism markets on the
island, such as the Russians and
Chinese.
“One of the good things is that
our schedule matches tour operators’ needs. We understand that
their customers are busy during
the day because of different tours,
and other shows are earlier than
ours, so we chose to perform at a
time when their customers are free
from other tours and activities.
This gives people a nice, classier
way to experience Patong at
night.”
Not only is Illuzion looking to
transform the way thousands of
tourists experience Patong’s
nightlife, but it is also a working
model for future ventures in the
Asian region.
“We have presented the model
to some of our partners in China.
They are very excited and will be
coming to the opening on December 19. Additionally, we are already
planning for an opening of a similar venue in Beijing,” Mr Catellani
said. “But this one is the first.”

Looking for a place to stay?
See more classified ads at
www.phuketgazette.net

Charamporn Jotikasthira (left).
Photo: The Nation

tinue facing tough competition as
the economies in Japan, Europe
and the US have not recovered yet.
The spreading of diseases is also
a direct blow to the industry.
However, there is more room
to grow, especially in the region,
as half of air travel would be
within Asia. But since many airlines from the region have ordered
5,000-6,000 planes, it could mean
that turbulence is waiting ahead.
“My aim is to bring the airline
back to one of the leading airlines
in the world like it used to be,”
Mr Charamporn said.
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Russian ruble does the slide
my friends in real estate tell me
most of their Russian customers
are very well diversified currency
wise, and that many hold large
amounts of US dollars.
I HAVE been asked a lot recently
This has strong implications for
about the dramatic moves in the the middle to upper range of the
Russian currency, the ruble. What real estate market in my opinion,
effect will it have on tourism to since Russian buyers in that catPhuket? What effect
egory are likely not to
The obvious take such a dramatic
will it have on the real
estate market?
reduction in buying
thing that is
The obvious thing
power from a weaker
certain is that if ruble as the lower-inthat is certain is that
if the Russian curcome mass tourist.
the Russian
rency remains weak
for the lower
currency remains endEven
Phuket will be more
of the real-estate
expensive for Rus- weak Phuket will market, a declining
sians who are not
be more expen- ruble could simply
holding large amounts
cause more Russians
sive for Russians to want to get their
of US dollars.
I also think I
money into a safer
who are not
should point out that
place, thus increasing
holding large
it is not even a given
demand for internaamounts of US tional investments.
that the currency will
stay in the range it is
However, tourism
dollars.
currently in, but for
numbers from the
discussion we will consider the ef- Russian market could very well
fects it could have on Phuket, if it take a hit if the situation holds.
does.
Indeed, it equates to a big inI mention Russians who hold crease in the price of a holiday,
US dollars for a reason. Many of if they need to convert their

‘

’

Phuket could become much more expensive for Russians who are not holding US dollars. Photo: Gazette file

rubles to US dollars or baht.
This is on top of domestic inflation in Russia. Of course, the
baht weakened first, so the effect
of the move is partially offset by

previous gains against the cur- don’t think I would be placing a
rency.
long-term bet on the ruble just
In an article I just read about now. If the geopolitical squabbling
the situation, some travel agencies between East and West continues,
in Russia have alwe could see some
If the geopolitical reactionary policies
ready closed offices
in smaller cities due
from both sides,
squabbling beto the current ecowhich could have
tween East and
nomic situation. This
negative economic
could spell trouble West continues, we consequences for
for the segment of
could see some all.Hopefully cooler
our local economy
very reactionary heads will prevail in
that relies on Russian
tourist money, if it is
policies from both this situation, since it
the start of a trend.
is well documented
Many Russian sides, which could in history that a
have negative
speculators
got
rising tide floats all
burned early in the
economic conse- boats and that we
year buying dollars
are all better off
quences for all.
when the ruble
when peace and
tanked in the midst
stability reign.
of the crisis in Ukraine, because it
rebounded quickly as the situation David Mayes MBA resides in Phuket
and provides wealth management
appeared to improve.
The current move could end services to expats around the globe,
very similarly, so it is important focusing on UK pension transfers.
to keep in mind that this whole David can be contacted at
discussion could end up being for david.m@faramond.com or 085335-8573. Faramond UK is
nothing.
However, even looking at this regulated by the FCA and provides
from the view of the speculator, I advice on pensions and taxation.

‘

’

Many Russian speculators got burned early in the year buying dollars
when the ruble tanked in the midst of the crisis in Ukraine. Photo: Amakuha
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December 16-18, 10:30am11:30pm. Asia Superyacht
Rendezvous 2014
Phuket will welcome Superyachts,
their owners, captains and
VIP guests to the 14 th Asia
Superyacht Rendezvous for three
days of excitement, from December 16-18. Once the first night’s
formalities are concluded, the
majestic Silolona will host an opening cocktail party.
With two days of competitive
“Superyacht Races”, principal
sponsor Feadship will host the
“Challenge” during the second
night’s fun, where participants are
to construct model boats to race.
Kata Rocks will again be the
spectacular host venue where all
shore events will take place, culminating with the opulent gala dinner.
The annual Superyacht Rendezvous is proudly sponsored by
the Phuket Gazette and the
“Phuket Today” show, the
island’s only nationally broadcast
television program (aired daily on
True Visions).
December 24, from 6pm-9pm.
Christmas Festivities and
Feasts at Outrigger Laguna
Phuket Beach Resort
Join us at Locavore Restaurant for
a traditional Christmas Buffet, featuring slow-roasted, grain-fed
Australian sirloin; Christmas turkey
with gravy and cranberry sauce;
roasted leg of lamb; Norwegian
salmon; rock lobster; and a selection of Christmas desserts. Starting
at 1,950 baht for adults, and 950
baht per child aged 4 to 12, inclusive of free-flowing soft drinks.
December 24, 6pm-11.30. Two
Chefs at Kata Beach and
Kamala Christmas Buffet
Two Chefs Traditional Christmas
Buffet is at two locations this year.

At our newly reopened Kata
Beach branch and our Kamala
branch, we are offering one early
buffet at 6pm and a late buffet
at 9pm.
These large buffets include:
cold smoked salmon, roast beef,
Christmas ham, pickled herring,
Swedish meatballs, ginger and
honey marinated pork ribs, roast
turkey breast stuffed with herbs,
chocolate mousse, saffron rolls,
ginger bread cookies, and rice a
la Malta with strawberry sauce.
All this and much more… Only
1,450 baht, kids just 750 baht (under 12 years of age). Live music
from 7pm with the famous house
bands. Come for the food, and
stay for the fun!

For more information visit the
website: www.twochefs.com
December 24-31, 6pm-1am. Festive Celebrations 2014 at Hyatt
Regency Phuket Resort
Surround yourself with family and
loved ones, and spend a very special Christmas and New Year’s Eve
holiday at Hyatt Regency Phuket
Resort. Guests can indulge in exquisite menu options amid the
inviting setting of the hotel’s magnificent holiday decor at the resort’s
hillside Sunset Grill or The Pool
House. Enjoy a delightful evening
under the stars, overlooking the
pool with live entertainment and a
special New Year’s Eve BBQ. Get
together and ring in the New Year

while enjoying an international buffet, and floating your wishes for
the incoming New Year with a traditional Thai lantern.
December 25, 1pm-9pm. Traditional Christmas Dinner
Enjoy our Traditional Christmas
Dinner at the Islander Restaurant,
Soi Patong Resort (off Bangla
Road). Menu includes a prawn
cocktail starter, main course
roast turkey with all the trimmings, Christmas pudding with
custard for dessert, plus a glass
of house wine (red or white) –
all for 895 baht. To be sure of a
seat, please book early with the
cashier or call Khun Kanha on
081-893 6072.

December 31, 8pm-12am. New
Year, New Feasts at Outrigger
Laguna Phuket Beach Resort
Our New Year’s extravaganza
commences with an international
buffet featuring the very best seafood, meats, salads and sumptuous
desserts. Settle in for a night of
lively and elegant performances,
and then dance the night away to
live music by our seven-piece band
Rhythm Nation, and our professional DJ.
Join us on Wednesday, December 31 at our Locavore restaurant
and Icon Terrace & Lounge from
8pm to bid farewell to 2014 and
welcome in 2015! Prices from THB
7,000++ per person, half price for
children aged 4 to 12.
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Wily White Party,
an island tradition
Twin Palms Phuket pulled out all the stops again this year for their 10th Anniversary Party. Socialites, government officials
and the rest of us – all dressed for the occasion – joined the festivities on December 6.

PRESIDENT PARTY: Paiboon Upatising, President of PPAO; Mrs
Upatising (left); Wisarat Petchootong, Twin Palms HR manager.

RAISE YOUR GLASS FOR TWIN PALMS: L to R: Sittichai Jitnatham, hotel manager; Carl G Langenskiold, co-owner; Somjai
Tungkoo, group executive manager; Richard Ohman, co-owner; and Olivier Gibaud, CEO.

Rhythm of sound

Le Versace thank you
party by Prosecco

YO, DJ SPIN DAT: L to R: Goetz Bauer, Renaissance Phuket Resort & Spa GM; Lee Chong Lin (DJ James);
Kelvin Lam Lip Siong (DJ Kelvin); Jin Sheng Hua (DJ Evin King); Leow Chai Tiam and Gary Leow, CEO &
Founders – Red Fusion Asia.
BEAUTIES ARRIVE: L to R: Tanwarat Piyasomboon, Namphung Rawai, Lala Binai,
Kamakiri Kiss, Cecilia Pitre and PK Ping.

Are you feeling the love?

GET DOWN: Hotel guests dance at the party hosted by Renaissance Phuket Resort & Spa.

Girls dance in the rooftop pool at the launch party of Love Nightlife.SkyBar.Rooftop
Pool Phuket on December 6. Photo: Isaac Stone Simonelli
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Properties For Sale
HOUSE FOR SALE
2 bedrooms, near Laguna, fully
furnished, chanote 350sqm.
House 110sqm. Quick sale.
Only 2.5 MTB. Tel: 093-713
2278.

GUEST HOUSE FOR
SALE OR RENT
Rawai, Saiyuan. Tel: 081-808
1804. Email: ttpitstop1@hot
mail.com

LAND FOR SALE
NICE HOUSE
CHALONG
400sqm. Furnished, 3 bedrooms, 3 bathroom. European
kitchen, 4 aircons, swimming
pool. Sale 4.9 million baht. Tel:
082-809 2873.

CHANOTE
TITLE LAND
Phang Nga , Lam Rue Valley 14 rai , 400.000 baht
per rai. Tel: 093-584 4747
(English). Email: senna
@cscoms.com www.a
bovephuket.com/clients/
0432 Ex pat_Land_ &_ Law
/index. html

SEAFRONT LAND
KAMALA FOR SALE

PRIVATE SALEPATONG CONDO

6 rai, Chanote, seafront 66m.
Tel: 089-897 2141.

1 bedroom, with separate living
room, balcony, 53.5sqm. Pool,
gym, parking, quality position in
complex. Quick sale wanted, all
offers considered. Phone to view.
Tel: 085-069 0938 (English).
Email: neiln5nh6@gmail.com

PATONG GRAND
CONDOTEL

LUXURY VILLA
FOR SALE
Only 5 mins from beach, 4 bedroom, large pool, fully furnished, 2.
living rooms. Chanote,550sqm,
house 350sqm. Only 9.5 million
baht. Tel: 093-713 2278.

12th floor. 42sqm. Kitchen,
bathroom. Fully furnished.
4.5 million baht. Khun Jira
085-475 0299, Tom 081087 2834.

LAND CHANOTE
PHUKET
1 to 5 rai, Sakoo, 4km south of
airport, fixed price only 2.9mn
baht per rai. Tel: 087-076 6016.
Email: kanchanajit09@gmail.
com

VILLA IN
CHIANG RAI

1 rai Flat Land With Chanote
Tiltle in quiet location. baht
2,950,000. Email: jase.sha
nahan@virgin.net

URGENT SALE 2 BR
NEAR LAGUNA
Great location in Soi Pasak 6.
Freehold, total area 210sqm. 2
bedroom, 2 bathroom. 124sqm
built area, secure parking, builtin furniture. For sale by owner at
3.5 million baht. Tel: 080-452
8191 (English & Thai) , 042332 6662. Email: chayamusor
@gmail.com

QUIET GREEN AREA
Fully furnished house in
Chalong, 2 aircon bedrooms, lovely garden.
Start from 10,000 baht /
month. Tel: 081-892 4311.
http://palaigreen.weebly.
com

NAI HARN BEACH
CONDO SALE

Western Style Villa in the
beautiful northern-most
Chiang Rai area for sale!
Living space inside: 250
sqm. Land: 650sqm,
Price: 3.5 million baht. Tel:
091-245 7809 (English &
Thai). Email: weidner @
loxinfo. co.th, http://classi
fieds. thaivisa.com/realestate/houses-for-sale/
beautyful-western-stylehouse-for-sale-217688.
html

Classified Advertisements
Please use this form to write your classified advertisement.
Then hand it to any of our agents.

|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_| (heading)
|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|
|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|
|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|
|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|
|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|
Classified ads are charged per line. Each line is 140 baht,
with a minimum of 4 lines (heading included) per ad.
All advertising must be paid for in advance.
Deadline for Property Gazette page: Friday 3 pm.
Deadline for all other ads: Saturday 12 noon.

Studio condo unit in great condition for sale in Nai harn,
close to the beach. Only 2.5
million baht! Tel: 087-892 3876
(English). Email: info@phuket
con do.net

PAY IN 10 YEARS
RAWAI BEACH CONDO
Sell for 12 MB in 40 trimestrial.
Payments of 27,500 THB,
Chanote title, ownership forever,
brand new, 10m to beach. Tel:
084-242 8914. Email: rawai4
@yahoo.com

HOTEL SIAM BB
RESORT FOR SALE
Rawai Beach. Sell 16 MB,
down 3 MB, financing, land
800sqm. Building, 10 beds, full
guest, Agoda. 60m to beach,
Nikita, Rawai Pier. Tel: 084242 8914. Email: rawai4
@yahoo.com

LAND FOR SALE
Ao Nang, 3 rai, Chanote, 5 min to
the beach. Tel: 095-440 0707.

APARTMENT
FOR SALE PATONG
Condo, pool, security, 4.6sqm,
freehold. 2.7 million baht. Tel:
089-728 4005. Email: Thamad17
@yahoo.com

LOVELY VILLA
NEAR BEACH
3-bedrooms, office, 4-baths.
Quality furniture. 15m pool.
Short-term rent also. Tel: 076388236, 089-727 5407 (English). Email: cosmocamp bell
@yahoo.com, please see
our website at www.villa-salephuket.com
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Properties For Sale
KATA OCEAN VIEW

1 bedroom, fully furnished,
91sqm, sea view. Best
price in complex: Only
60,000 baht/sqm; 5.5 million baht total. Tel: 095-037
9680, 089-617 2312, 076288872, 076-341045.

KATHU GOLF
CONDO

NAKA ISLAND
Beachfront house, panoramic
views of bay & islands to the south,
built 2007, easy access to
Phuket, 240sqm on 2 floors, 4
beds, 750sqm plot, separate
house for staff. Tel: 084-8461 270
(English). Email: ahcopse@
gmail.com

SEAVIEW
POOL VILLA

Seaview over Chalong Bay
marina. 7 bedrooms, 6 bathrooms, private pool. Chanote.
Size: 800sqm. Price: 25 million baht. Tel: 084-868 1732.
or 084-933 9829. Email: kig
wd@hotmail.com

ONE SINGLE HOUSE
FOR SALE
99.30sqm, 4 fl, views of
Phuket country club golf
course. 2 bed, 2 bath,
kitchen, fully furnished (3
aircons, hot water, refrigerator, TV, microwave, security and internet provided). Price for sale: 6.5
million. For more information please contact: 081
536 9252,email: sppcnx
@gmail.com

POOL HOUSE

Near Heroines Pa khlok
Road, 250sqm. Land
452sqm. 3/4 bedrooms, 3
baths, 4 a/c, big kitchen,
furnished, pool 9 x 3m .
Price: 5,250,000 baht. Tel:
089-854 0277. Email: cata
yacht@csloxinfo.com

3km from Laguna Phuket, 3
beds, 2 bath, baht 3.5 mn Contact Nan 081-367 8967.

26-ROOM HOTEL
SEAVIEW
1 km from beach, 26
rooms & apt (total 40
rooms), land 500sqm, 65
MB. Email: book x90
@gmail.com

OCEAN FRONT
VILLA

Brand new, fully furnished, 3-4 bedrooms, 5
bathrooms, 10-meter infinity swimming pool,
beautiful view. For quick
sale only 19.5 mn. Tel:
081-343 0777.

BEAUTIFUL LAND
PLOT FOR SALE

URGENT!! PATONG
VILLA 4 BED

Firesaleprice-suddendeparture - direct from owner - now
for 19.9 million baht, estimated 29 million baht Luxury 4-bedroom villa,
mountain side, panoramic
seaviewofPatongbay,4bathrooms, private pool, tennis,
fully funished modern style,
270sqm. Tel: 081-832 8154
(English). Email: ttpitstop1
@hotmail.com

Very conveniently located
in a secure estate with underground electricity, less
than 10 mins from Phuket
International Academy,
airport, Tesco, Nai Yang
beach, Ao Po Grand marina, in a peaceful foreign
community, Chanote title,
1100sqm, flat land with
fences around, mountain
view, ready to build, good
investment. For quick
sale direct from owner only
B3.5mn. Tel: 081-343
0777.

PANORAMA
SEA VIEW LAND

For sale 5.5 rai, Ao
Makham, Chanote title, 12
million baht / rai call 089649 9939. Email: siri_ phu
ket@changrunner.com

FREEHOLD CONDO
FOR SALE
Patong Tower building. One
bedroom with 270 degree
view of Patong Beach and
town, 10th floor, 54.35sqm. 11
million baht ONO. Contact
Songpan. Genuine buyers
only. No brokers please. Tel:
081-737 8662.

LAND FOR SALE

KARON BEACH
CONDO
This 1-bedroom Karon
apartment is for sale.
Ground floor with direct pool
access. Tel: 087-892 3876
(English). Email: info@
phuket condo.net, www.
phuketcondo.net

FREEHOLD
POOL VILLA

73 square wah with
Chanote titles. 15 minutes to Panwa Beach (Ao
Makham bay). Conveniently located, road
frontage. Please contact
081-6912526. Email:
s_jumpon@yahoo.com

ENTERTAINMENT
PALACE

From 1.1 million baht.
800m from Nai Harn
Beach. For more information, please call 080-124
1245. Email: kay@phuket
andamanrealestate.com

CHEAP LAND &
HOUSE FOR SALE

Chuan Cheun Lagoon, close to
British International School and
the Boat Lagoon Marina.
Chanote land title, 146 sq wah
(584 sqm), private cul-de-sac location in secure, clean village.
Cool, bright, open plan with
large Western kitchen and
good water supply. Large car
park, patios. 6.85 million baht,
negotiable. For sale by owner.
Contact for more photos and
info. Tel: 086-040 6866(English),
081-979 6707(Thai). Email:
adrian. j.simpson@gmail.com

HOUSE FOR SALE
From Phuket 100km. Between A. Tubpud Phang
Nga and A.Panm Suratt hani

CHALONG
BEACHFRONT
POOL VILLA

For sale / rent 3 bedrooms.
Tel: 089-649 9939. Email:
siri_ phuket@changr unner.
com

Large 4 bed house, 3 bath,
guest WC, 5 aircons,
ADSL, close to sea. Tel:
085-250 4197.

3 BED HOUSE LARGE GARDEN

RAWAI VIP VILLAS
WITH PARK
Unique project with private
park. 300m from Rawai
Beach. Pool villas from
7.9 million baht. 4 villas
left! Web Best selling villas in Rawai. Tel: 085-575
3300, 092-979 7899(English & Thai). Email: an
drey@phuket9.com See
more details: http://phuket
9.com/rawai-vip-villasnew/

KAMALA

Magnificent penthouse in
Karon with panoramic sea
view apartment. Reduced
by 10 million baht for quick
sale, includes an additional
two-bedroom apartment.
Now 46 million baht. Freehold. Please call 080-124
1245. Email: kay@phu
ketandamanrealestate.
com

Land of 35 rai and a
house with aircon, 2
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms
and kitchen at Tambon
Bornok, Prachuap Khiri
Khan, 20km from Prachuap Khiri Khan Town.
The land is 1.3km from
Petchkasem
Road.
Price is only 10 million
baht. Nor Sor 3 title
deed. Please call 086615 9719.

Near Khao Sok National
Park. Land 1 rai, furnished,
2 bedrooms, 2 aircons,
price: 2.2 million baht.
Please call: 081-667 1637
(Thai),082-539 6433 (English).
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Properties For Rent
KATA DELUXE
SEAVIEW
APARTMENT
2-bedrooms, quiet location. Tel: 086-281 9311.
Email: bao200@gmail.
com

ORCHID KATHU
HEIGHTS
Serviced apartment, studio, 1
bedroom, 2bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, rooftop, pool, free WiFi.
Tel: 076-203208, 081-892 0038.
www.orchidkathuheights-phuket.
com

CONDOMINIUM
FOR RENT
The Base, downtown Phuket.
34sqm,1 bedroom, fully furnished, security, fitness. Tel:
081-537 9878 (English & Thai).
Email: tiwus@hotmail.co.th

KATHU CONDO
Near Kajonkiet School, main
Tesco-Lotus. DCondo Mine.
Studio / 1-bed, all mod-cons,
security, big pool, fitness. Long
term preferred. Tel: 089-652
1951 (English & Thai). Email:
phuket.pn@gmail.com

FULLY FURNISHED
HOUSE
3-bedrooms, 400sqm,
free WiFi and cable TV.
25,000 baht per month.
For more information,
please call 081-892 4311.
http://palaigreen. weeb
ly.com

B.L. APARTMENT
At Kathu, 1 bedroom, 1
living room, aircon, cable
TV, hot shower, ADSL,
swimming pool, garden
and car park. Rent:
7,000 baht per month.
Tel: 081-692 3163.

LOVELY APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
Please contact 081-539 9612,
087-633 1472. Email: chrispal
mer56@gmail.com For further
information, please see our
website at pukeyomefc 2.web.
fc2.com/phuket condorent.htm

HOUSE
FOR RENT / SALE
THALANG

APARTMENT
FOR RENT PATONG

SEAVIEW CONDO
IN PATONG

Condo, pool, security, 4.6sqm.
Fully furnished. Tel: 089-728 4005.
Email: Thamad17@ya hoo.com

For rent 1 & 2 bedroom, fully furnished on daily, monthly &
yearly. Contact no. 081-797 7199,
086-683 0786. Email: highstyle
condominium@gmail.com

POOL VILLAS
FOR RENT
1,2 bedrooms, near Laguna,
fully furnished from 20,000
Baht. Tel: 093-713 2278.

OFFICE FOR RENT
IN PATONG
Situated at prime location,
1st floor with 42 Sqm. Tel:
092-493 9644 (English &
Thai). Email: organ @century21-andaman. com

LAST MINUTE RENTAL

1-2 BEDROOMS
APARTMENTS IN
NAI HARN
Apartments in Saiyuan
Buri for long and short term
(Rawai / Nai harn). Tel:
084-020 8776 (English).
Email: rental@thairent
home.com www.thairent
home.com

CHALONG
BEACHFRONT
POOL VILLA

Fully furnished, 5 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms. Tel:
094-595 2451, 094-595
1444. Email: righthere
phuket@gmail.com

An elegant, high-quality 3-bedroom villa with private 12-meter
pool is available for short term
or long term rental. Furnished
to the highest standards, the
property is part of a luxury private estate located only minutes to Nai Harn Beach, restaurants and shops. 12-month
contract 85,000 baht per
month; Daily rate from 10,000
baht per day. Tel: 081-080
3184(English). Email: zuber
@loxinfo.co.th www.villastell
aphuket.com

Luxury furnished Pool villa with
great views and beach access.
For rent long term at 30,000
baht per month. Tel: 061 637
7767. Email: gundy2@loxinfo.
co.th

APARTMENT
FOR RENT

10 CONDO UNITS
FOR RENT
In Patong Seaview 7 stories with
rooftop swimming pool, good
lobby, elevator, parking, fully furnished with 1 & 2 bedroom, living room, well equipped kitchen,
4-star property with cheap rent.
Call 081-797 7199,086-683 0786.
Email: highstylecondominium
@gmail.com

PATONG NEAR
KLONG BANG WAT
3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms,
kitchenette, roof-terrace, living
room. Furnished. Short or long
term for 20-25,000 baht a month
(negotiable). Tel: 083-103 7472
(English & Thai), 083-181 6037
(English). Email: thailegobricks
@hotmail.com

HOLIDAY RENTAL
The White House @ Phuket
Boat Lagoon Marina is available
for holiday rental. Tel: 087-465
8883 (English & Thai). Email: pen
@mindproperties.net www.
mindproperties.net

APARTMENT IN SURIN
FOR RENT
1 bedroom, furnished , with balcony. Long or short term 18,000
a month. Tel: 084-689 4658 (English) , 081-537 2549 (English &
Thai). Email: Malin@vertigo
phuket.com www.suringate.com

POOL VILLA FOR
NEW YEAR

Serviced apartment:
66sqm, 2nd floor, 1 living
room with pull-out sofa, 1
bedroom. Fully equipped
European kitchen, WiFi
internet access, cable
LCD TV, DVD, stereo system. Maid cleaning, shuttle
service to Nai Harn beach,
fitness center, spa,
poolside restaurant and
bar, children's playground.
Price: 3,200 baht per night.
Contact: 081-550 7379.

Nai Harn Samakee, 3 bedroom, pool, good condition,
150,000 baht / month. Tel: 093741 3735. Email: phuket.hello
@gmail.com

2 BEDROOMS HOUSE
NEAR LAGUNA
Available now. 2 bedrooms, 2
bathrooms, 1 study and a western kitchen. Fully furnished,
built-in cabinets and wardrobe,
secure parking. For rent direct
from owner for just 17,500 baht
per month plus bills. Tel: 080452 8191 (English & Thai) ,04
2-332 6662. Email: chayabenji
@gmail.com
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Accommodation
Available

Property
Services

Property
Wanted

PDS PHUKET DRAIN
SPECIALIST

VILLA / GUESTHOUSE /
HOTEL WANTED

LARGE HOUSE / RENT
IN KATHU

At Phuket drain specialists, we
can guarantee that you will receive a quick and efficient service
for everything from blocked drains
to drain repairs to pipe replacement. Our team of highly qualified
staff have a wealth of experience
in dealing with blocked drains.
We operate a 24hr emergency
service and ensure a quick response time. when you have a
blocked drain, you know who to
call. Phuket drain specialists. we
guarantee we will beat any quote.
Tel: 081-090 9516 (English), 085224 6685(Thai). Email: kjoshea
@hotmail.co.uk

For purchase or rent long term:
15-40 rooms, no more than a 30minute drive from Patong. Must
be in a quiet location and have a
sea view from at least 30% of the
rooms. Tel: +41-79-289 1259.
Email: hotel.phuket.wanted
@gmail.com

340sqm house for rent in strategic Kathu, near shopping malls,
schools. 3 bedrooms, 2 living
rooms, superb kitchen, garden
of 690sqm. Advanced security
systems. 55,000 baht/m. Tel:
081-494 4987 (English & Thai).
Email: willy@asiawebdirect.
com www. phuket1 01.net/
2012/10/house-for-rent-inphuket-kathu.html

BUILDING SERVICES
Professional contractor, villa /
pool contractor, villa / pool construction, refurbishment, extensions. Free consultation, quote.
Tel: 091-654 7383(English &
Thai).

PROPERTY, VILLA
MANAGEMENT
Experienced hoteliers / property managers offer pre-opening,
management and rental services of resorts, villas, apartments & estate management
including juristic persons.
Email: resortgm@gmail.com

OFFICE / RETAIL
SPACE WANTED
Office / Retail space wanted
asap. Approx 20sqm. In Kamala / Surin area. Tel: 082521 7745 (English). Email:
mrcraigwhite@hotmail.co.uk

INVESTMENT
PROPERTY
Wanted in Phuket, Phang Nga
or Khao Lak areas, cash buyer.
Tel: 087-278 5037. Email: peter
callen@live.com

DELUXE BEACHFRONT
CONDOS
2 bedrooms, also 1 bedroom,
kitchen, lounge. The point near
Central Festival, many facilities.
Tel: 081-892 0038.

PATONG CONDO
WITH SEAVIEW
2 bed and bathroom, Western
kitchen, 3 LCD TVs, 3 aircons,
terrace, car park, big pool.
120sqm, seaview. Long-term
rental only. Tel: 081-824 1385.

ABSOLUTELY
BEACHFRONT

7th floor, 1bedrm, living rm,
kitchen, Fully furnished, pool,
fitness, 24hr security. Close to
Central Festival, Head Start Int.
School, BigC, Hospital.Tel:
086-683 7162. Email: yosom
petch@hotmail.com

NEW OCEAN
VIEW CONDO

Stunning luxury 2-bedroom
waterfall pool villa on prime
beach
- 2 large double bedrooms
both with ensuite bathrooms
-Luxury Italian design
kitchen - State of the art entertainment system
- Full broadband
- Maid service -Available for
daily / weekly rental
-Visa / Mastercard Accep
ted. Please contact Tana
wan on 094-294 9935.
Email: tanawan@phuket
propertyhunter.com

Household
Items

SWIMMING
POOL VILLA

Luxbed skin sofa / chair.
Various other furniture
items. All for sale, leaving
Thailand. Open 16-17 October, 10am-12 noon. Located in Kata. Call 089-591
7249. Ask for Morten. Tel:
089-591 7249(English).
Email: morten.pasby@
gmail.com

Rawai 2 beds, 2 baths short term
available. Tel: 085-787 3046.
Email: patrickmeo@gmail.com

BRAND NEW
MODERN POOL
VILLA

New 1- and 2-bedroom units
with expensive furniture inside
from the owner. Long and short
term. Sea view, huge balcony,
TV panels, WiFi, free parking,
pools, gym, detox center,
sauna, massage. The best
choice for living! Email: osa.
com@me.com

SEA VIEW 3-BED VILLA,
PATONG
Luxury villa of character w/
Patong sea view. Estate pool,
private and secure. 60,000
baht per week; 200,000 per
month; 1 million baht per year
– plus utilities, service extra.
Minimum deposit of 20,000
baht. Tel: 086-587 0196 (English & Thai). Email: natawa
paeng@gmail.com

LEAVING PHUKET

MODERN KITCHEN
& APPLIANCES

LUXURY
CONDOMINIUM
14000 B / M

SEEKING LONG-TERM
VILLA RENTAL
Prefer unfurnished, single
storey only, 2 bedrooms + garden. Must accept 2 Labrador
dogs. All areas considered except Patong. Contact Keith. Tel:
081-929 2267. Teresa: 081- 867
7223. Email: kmh.thh.1@gmail.
com

Holiday
Homes &
Villa Rentals

PRIVATE POOL VILLA
3-bedroom private pool villa located minutes from the famed
Laguna area. Tel: 084-842 2262
(English & Thai). Email: lita.hine
@hotmail.com
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Brand New Modern Pool
Villas (2 & 3 beds). Fully
furnished. Free WiFi, satellite TV, pool & garden
maintenance. Between
Cape Yamu & Ao Po Marina. Tel: 081-893 5270,
093-014 5072. Email: srdu
pouy@gmail.com www.
tropical-house.net

2BDR BEACHFRONT
CONDO RAWAI
2bdr / 2bath ens, huge balcony
with direct walk out to pool,
beach, restaurant, in 5* resort
with access to gym, spa, ideal for
family, separate storage, furniture
incl, fast owner sale, leaving
Asia,13.9MM neg. Tel: 096532849(English). Email: laura
@tilaholdings.com

SERVICE APARTMENT
FOR RENT
Fully furnished, swimming
pool, daily and monthly rate.
Tel: 081-894 4730 (English &
Thai), 081-892 5983 (Thai). Fax:
076-292149. Email: nanaivilla
phuket@gmail.com www.
nanaivilla.com

For sale. Complete with all
modern appliances, fridge
and dining table. Please
call for photos. Bargain
price at 85,000 baht. Tel:
084-650 1048, 085-354
9694.

Household
Help
NANNY AND COOK
WANTED
Filipino staff wanted, 1
nanny and 1 cook. Cook
needs to cook western
food. We take care of
your visa cost. Free place
to stay and free food.
Good salary. Age for
nanny not over 30
years.Tel: 081-893 7720.
Email: cc@bayshore
projects.com

Classified Advertisements
Please use this form to write your classified advertisement.
Then hand it to any of our agents.

|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_| (heading)
|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|
|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|
|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|
|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|
|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|
|

Looking for land to buy?
See more classified ads at www.phuketgazette.net

Classified ads are charged per line. Each line is 140 baht,
with a minimum of 4 lines (heading included) per ad.
All advertising must be paid for in advance.
Deadline for Property Gazette page: Friday 3 pm.
Deadline for all other ads: Saturday 12 noon.
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SENIOR LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECT
TLI is looking for a creative architect with post-graduate experience in landscape design
& management. Proven experience in co-ordination of
projects from concept to construction drawings. Tel: 083-102
2910 (English). Email: belinda
@tropical-landscaping.com

FUNDRAISING
OFFICER
Soi Dog Foundation seeks a
Fundraising Officer who will
manage Soi Dog’s donor database and send emails to supporters around the world, working closely with other members
of the fundraising team. The
position requires excellent attention to detail. Applicants should
be reliable, consistent, comfortable with computers, fairly competent at writing in English, and
love cats and dogs. To apply,
please send a CV and cover
letter to belinda@soidog.org

EUROPEAN CHEFS
We are hiring Sous Chef
and Executive Chef. We
want both full-time. Good
salary and work permit for
the right candidate. Tel:
081-905 8353. Email: hr
bangtao@oceanresort
group.net

SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
Career opportunity for a dedicated sales rep at a holiday
ownership company, based in
Phuket. Tremendous potential
for huge earnings. Legal working status will be arranged.
Please send your resume to:
rbv@royalperspective.com

Required. Tel: 093-579 6644
Nuch. For more info please send
your CV and recent photo to
rainforestjob@gmail.com

SALES OFFICER AQUA MASTER

FRONT OFFICE GIRL
WANTED

Leading distributor of scuba diving equipment. We are currently
looking for two sales officers
based in Chalong. Tel: 076281227, 081-893 5492 (English), 081-270 4819 (English &
Thai). Fax: 076-281076. Email:
jtissier@aquamaster. net

Patong area, Thai National, good
English, hotel experience. Start
from 25K. Tel: 085-694 6463
(English & Thai). Email: solitude
001@aol.com

PERSONAL ASSISTANT
Fluent in English and computer skills. International
drinks industry. 15,000 baht
per month. Mike 086-057
7714.

GERMANSPEAKING STAFF

HOTEL STAFF WANTED
Front officer, cook, night receptionist, hotel manager
needed. For new hotel with
200 rooms. Filipino and Thai
staff only. Contact us by email
only. Tel: 081-893 7720.
Email: memberservices@
bayshoreprojects.com

MARKETING
MANAGER
SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
English speaking TO and
Sales Reps needed. Experience in timeshare only.
Start immediately. Tel: 076342794 , 088-450 1833.
Email: hr@davidvacation
club.com

HOTEL COOK NEEDED
Filipino cook wanted for western food and Thai food. Must
be able to speak and write
English. Tel: 076-345670,
083-392 8462. Email: cc@
bayshoreprojects. com

HOTEL RECEPTION

Real estate company looking for
foreign-national manager with
good English skills. Basic salary
+ commission + work permit.
Tel: 089-594 6888. Email: info
@arthouse.asia

OFFICE ASSISTANT
Tropical Properties real estate is
urgently looking for an Office
Assistant. Must have good
knowledge of spoken and written
English. Basic accounting and
good computer skills are essential. Must be able to organize
and work independently and be
in a position to start work almost
immediately. Tel: 087-882 2856
(English). Email: luc@phukettropical-realestate.com

LIVE-IN HOUSEKEEPER
Thai lady to live in with small family
in Kathu. Duties include cleaning,
laundry, pets, some childcare
and cooking.Tel: 094-593 0729
(English). Email: ritalouised
obson@ hotmail.com

TEACHING AT PSU
Prince of Songkla University
International College Hat Yai
Campus is looking for 4 lecturers for 3D Animation / English
and Science Lecturer. Please
send CV to psuic@psu.ac.th
www.uic.psu.ac.th

NEW RESTAURANT
IN LAGUNA
Now hiring: Chefs – all levels;
Servers – all levels; Bar staff;
Back of house staff; and a Personal Assistant. Basic English
necessary, previous experience preferred. Must be under
35 years of age. For the right
candidates, we offer an excellent salary, benefits, holidays
and structured professional
development. Please forward
CVs and a current picture to
Jamie@bampot.co or call 092130 3114. www.bampot.com

Thai only needed. Speak English, can use computer. Good
wages and commission, holidays. Tel: 088-444 7801.

Gazette Online Classifieds – 10,000 readers every day!

PART-TIME
TEACHERS
NEEDED!!
Native speaker for English,
Chinese and Japanese.
Bachelor's degree or higher.
Must be able to teach various ages of students.Tel:
076-219337, 095-429 5251
(English&Thai). Email:
nycphuket@gmail.com

HOUSEKEEPER
NEEDED
To manage and ensure the cleanliness of our operation. Must be a
dynamic team worker with a pleasant personality. Contact us. Tel:
081-893 5492 (English & Thai).

ENTHUSIASTIC STAFF
WANTED
Enthusiastic, fit, sociable,
snorkelling trainer & safety person required for speedboat tours.
Thai or foreign with the correct
qualifications. Excellent English
a must. Send photo with CV.
Excellent pay for right person.
Tel: 076-289044, 086-011 5340
(English & Thai). Email: work for
simba@gmail.com
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RESTAURANT NEEDS
URGENTLY
Looking for female Assistant
Manager with bubbly personality. Up to 20,000 baht per
month. Bar Manager needed
for up to 15k. Waitresses
needed for up to 12k. All plus
service charge and benefits.
Call for details. Tel: 076-211775,
086-509 7510 (English) , 087884 8271 (English & Thai).
Email: simon@colonial-conn
ection.com

PHP / JOOMLA
DEVELOPER

SALES MANAGER
NEEDED
Sales staff needed for real
estate business. Contact
by email only. Email: cc@
bayshoreprojects.com

THAI EXECUTIVE CHEF
NEEDED
The Chakri Group of Restaurants has 6 successful restaurants throughout KL, Malaysia. We are recruiting Executive Chefs with hotel experience of a minimum of 7
years. Tel: (60) 03-5569 2211,
+60 016-227 7610. Email: cal
een@chakri.com.my www.
chakri.com.my

DIGITAL CONTENT /
MEDIA ASST.
Knowledge in Graphic Design/
VDO Editing (Adobe Suite preferred) - Fluent in written and spoken English (native-Level
PreferrThai national) - Ability to
take pictures and VDO is an advantage. Please send your CV to
aey@princessyachtssea.com or
call 076-238060.

Start up seeking mid-sr developer. Good salary, vacation. Email: info@hcs.mobi.
Details on website. at www.
thbsc.com

SHOP MANAGER
We have a position for a
manager to run our busy
massage shop to a high
standard. You must be self
motivated, a good communicator with good Thai / English language skills and
good staff management
skills. Good salary + bonus.
Call for an interview. Tel: 084247 2935(English). Email:
Peter.ritchie@hotmail.co.nz

Employment
Wanted
HIRING STAFF
Multilingual, fluent in Thai, experience in sales & service,
with leadership and initiative.
Looking for a new challenge.
Can start immediately. Tel:
094-315 7894 (English), 094470 1605 (English). Email: rb
207@ya.ru

Looking for a job?
Looking for a better candidate?
Find more Recruitment Classifieds at www.PhuketGazette.Net!
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Business Opportunities

Bulletins
RESORT

PATONG STEAKHOUSE

67/18 Moo 4 Soi Sermsuk. 2
rai. Chanote. 8 bungalows, 22
rooms, restaurant, pool, well,
company, reduced to 26mb.
Tel: 076-381934, 086-940
1860. Fax: 076-381934. Email:
bigasail@samart.co.th,
www.biga-sailing.com

Top-ranking and location for
sale w/h all fixtures, furniture.
Tel: 081-970 7007.

RESTAURANT FOR
RENT-PATONG

BAR / CAFE /
RESTAURANT
Fully licensed Thai/ Western
restaurant (seats 50+) on main
road near Laguna and Bang Tao,
with fully equipped kitchen, cafe'
/bar/bakery, with staff accommodation & customer parking: for
sale or rent - price negotiable.Tel:
080-719 7390 (English & Thai).
Email: neilmc gregor1@sky.
com

RESTAURANT
CLOSING SALE

Bar &
Restaurant
Equipment
GUESTHOUSE
CLOSING
Many items for sale. Call or
send email to receive a list,
photos and prices. Tel: 085159 7400(English). Email:
dshumny@yahoo.com

250sqm, fully equipped and
furnished with license, on
Sai Nam Yen Road, close
to Sai Nam Yen Plaza. Tel:
086-268 3963.

Fridges, tables, chairs, cutlery,
glasses, plates, etc. All only two
years old. Everything you need
to open a high end restaurant. Tel:
076-325755,083-103 1330 (English). Email: gbrevision@out
look.com

KARON
RESTAURANT
FOR SALE

SPA & HERB SHOP
FOR SALE

BAR SOI TIGER
FOR SALE

2-floor plan shop,fully equipped
with aircon and display
shelves, phone connection,
etc. Tel: 089-645 8976. Email:
info@maztik.com

2nd row in from the front, over 2
years contract 4.5m for details
Tel: 081-728 2682 (English).

Well-established restaurant in prime location on
Karon's main street for
sale. In operation since
2002. Reason for sale owner's relocation. Tel:
082-800 8717 (English) ,
081-085 7550 (English &
Thai). Email: a.tszyu@g
mail.com

RESTAURANT
FOR SALE
In Patong, European and Thai
restaurant, 50 seats. 550,000.
Tel: 081-495 4761.

INVESTER /
PARTNER /SALE
I have 6 rai Chanote title.
Flat land. Waterfront. Email:
pktthai1@gmail. com

GRAPHIC AND
DESIGN COMPANY
Swiss company is looking for a joint venture or
cooperation with a
Phuket or Thailand-based
graphic and design company. Business area: visualization for real estate
projects / architecture.
Email: baum an agerzue
rich@gmail.com

PREMIUM BARS
FOR SALE
Fully furnished and equipped,
top locations, turn-key ready.
Price from 500,000 baht to 9
million baht. Contact "G" call
083-645 2846 (English). Email:
guenter.riedl@gmail.com

TOUR DESK FOR RENT
Very good place, frequented corner. Tel: 087-554 6872. Email:
bookpatong01@gmail .com
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Business Products & Services

HELP ME
FIND MY DOG

WORLDWIDE
AIR TICKETS
Our service is for domestic
and international flight tickets.
Open daily from 8:30am to
9pm. Delivery service. Tel:
081-537 2655, 085-571 4489.

Club
Memberships
Available
PCC MEMBERSHIP
Life-time family membership
530,000B incl transfer fee. Tel:
087-469 3151 (English), 081895 2165 (Thai).

Computer
IMAC 27"
Intel core i7 upgraded spec
1TB HD, 251GB Flash
Drive 16GB Ram + photo
software 29,500 B Tel: 084447 7247 (English).

SAMSUNG
COMPUTER
2 years old, complete with
printer. 18-inch screen.
Price: 12,000 baht ONO.
Tel: 084-818 6045.

GOLF MEMBERSHIP
FOR SALE
Life Membership at Blue Canyon Phuket for sale at 870,000
baht. Tel: 076-239508, 089288 7717 (English), 086-281
0112. Email: asmailphuket
@gmail.com

BLUE CANYON
MEMBERSHIP
Family Membership. Maintenance paid through 2014.
760,000 baht, including Transfer
Fee. Tel: 091-224 1773 (Eng lish).

BLUE CANYON
Blue Canyon golf membership
for sale. 600,000 baht. Tel:
081-271 7701 (English) . Email:
hemalegdr@hotmail.com

Lost & Found

Mobile
Phones
IPHONE 4S
CALL NOW
Call 091-161 0868 for quality
secondhand iPhone 4s
(16GB).

Cameras &
Equipment
EOS 7D (I) + EF-S
18-135 NW
Rawai. Canon EOS 7 D
(2010), very good condition, + EF-S 18-135
(new). 24,000 baht. Tel:
080-717 9071. Email:
otto.nothe@yahoo.de.

Fitness
Equipment

Please help me find my dog
Clio. She is a white pitbull terrier with brown spots on her
rear and side and a bald shave
mark on her head from a recent treatment. She went
missing in Chalong on Thursday at around midday. This
dog is the world to me and I
offer a good reward for her return. Tel: 081-891 9656 (Eng
lish), 081-537 7137 (Thai)
Email:stephen@princess
yachtsthailand.com

Personals
Miscellaneous For Sale
BACKGAMMON
Players wanted. Tel: 081577 8443. Email: phuket
connection@yahoo.com

Pets
ASHTANGA
YOGA SHALA
Mysore style, lead and
beginner`s classes. Personal approach and professional adjustment. Tel: 080698 0813 (E nglish). Email:
sofialin kova@gmail.com.
www.facebook.com/pages/
A s h ta n g a - Yo g a - S h a l a Phuket/637555173029986

CHIHUAHUA
DOG FOR SALE
Male, 4 months old. Tel: 081080 8831 (English & Thai).
Email: jstuder@loxinfo.co.th

GUARD DOG WANTED
Puppy or young dog. Tel: 087383 4452 Email: banwattana
@gmail.com
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Saloon Cars
BENZ COUPE
CLC 200

SUBARU WRX STI A
LINE 2012

2008 DODGE
CHALLENGER SRT8

2011 PAJERO 4X4

Motorbikes

Rentals

VESPA GTS
300IE EC

NEW CARS
FOR RENT

Only 17,000km. One
owner. New 320,000 baht,
Sell 239,000 baht. Patong.
Tel: 087-893 1753.

3 years old. Bronze. 2.5 million baht. Only 52,900km.
Tel: 081-892 4311.

WILLYS C17 JEEP

Super C17 Willys Jeep
with big alloy wheels. 2.7
liter Toyota motor, Automatic. Excellent condition, 100% reliable vehicle. 300,000 baht. Call
087-270 2221 or 087-105
5561. For more information. Email: leehowden@
hotmail.com

2002 VOLKSWAGEN
PASSAT
LPG, leather, aircon, automa
tic. 160,000 baht. Will trade
for big bike or 4x4. Tel: 087983 4815. Email:gregorfant
on@gmail.com

HONDA JAZZ 2004
130k but still looks and drives
like new. 200,000 ono. Tel:
081-958 6512 (English), 081787 8559(Thai). Email: mns
wilson@gmail.com

- Arctic silver with satin
gray wrap
- Advance racing wheel
- STI front and side spoiler
- Cold air intake
- HKS exhaust
- Fuel bank system
- STI rear diffuser
- Engine remapping
- Turbo boost control
- Front anti-roll bar
- Front and back strap bar
- Racing STI steel wheel
- Mint 2,000km.
Price: THB 3,500,000
Contact person: Fang
Email: fang@sripanwa.
com Telephone: 076371000 ext. 5027

- 8,000km.
- The General Lee orange
- Wrap in black satin
color
- Standard 6200cc with
425hp
- Aftermarket parts
- Mopar intake
- Mega-flow exhaust
- H&R lowering spring
- Front & back strut bars
- Front anti-roll bar
- Hennessy engine remapping
- Now delivering 488hp
Price: THB 4,200,000
Contact person: Fang
Email: fang@sripanwa.
com Telephone: 076371000 ext. 5027

NISSAN TEANA
2.5 XV

HONDA CITY
FOR SALE
Automatic 2006. Aircon.
CD player. Price for sale
235,000 baht. Tel: 081607 8567. Email: suksa
vat@hotmail.com

PROTON SAVVY
1.2 AT
Only 57,000km, 2010, All options, leather, mag wheels, new
tyres, new service, ect. 219,000
baht. Tel: 084-842 5920 (English & Thai), 085-888 9841 (English & Thai). Email: khao_ lak
@hotmail.com

For sale November 2013,
only one year, 15,000km.
White color with full options. Price new: 1,700,000.
Now: 1,200,000 THB. Tel:
081-788 8280 (Thai) , 090163 2140(Thai).Email: ma
urice.phuket@gmail.com

Wheels & Motors
Please use this form to write your classified advertisement.

|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_| (heading)
|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|
|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|
|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|
|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|
|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|
Classified ads are charged per line. Each line is 140 baht,
with a minimum of 4 lines (heading included) per ad.
All advertising must be paid for in advance.

Mitsubishi Pajero 2.5GT
4x4 model. Expat owned
for 3 years. 60,000 km.
Recent service and new
turbo. Usual GT refinements, aircon front and
back, electric everything.
Good condition. Green
book, etc. Price: 720,000
baht. Tel: 081-787 6055,
081-7876055 (English
&Thai). Email: wheelyking
zoom@hotmail.com

2003 BMW X5
BLACK

Electric, LPG, leather.
Tel: 084-054 8122.

HONDA SHADOW

450cc, excellent condition, green book, 139,000
baht or best offer. Tel: 084584 6795. Email: hanspa
essler@me.com

Jazz, Vios, City, SUV, MPV,
VAN. Tel: 081-607 8567.
Email: suksavat@hotmail.com, Line ID: 246phuket
line For further details,
please see our website at
www.phuket-carrent.net

NEW CARS
FOR RENT

BMW R1200GS
Ex cond. 2007. New cost
1.2MB, 595,000 baht.
Also BMW F650GS like
new cond. 2007. New
cost 700,000 baht,
295,000 bt, incl. new
BMW panniers. Call
Mike 081-787 1752 or
email mjoneilluk@yahoo.
co.uk

Jazz, Vios, SUV, good
price with insurance. Delivery service. Call 081-607
8567. Email: Suksavat
@hotmail.com, Line ID:
246phuketline
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AVON 400 JET RIB

JEANNEAU 52.2 (2002)

AIS CLASS B DEAL

The owner has spent a fortune
on her, New teak decks, B&G
instruments, leisure furl in
boom furling, upholstery and
head linings, new stove, battery
charger and inverter, a 42" flat
screen TV and much much
more. A great boat and good
value at US$260,000 FIRM.
Tel: 084 842 6146 alangiles
@boatshedphuket.com Boat
shedphuket.com

AIS DEAL by Electrical Marine
Co, Ltd. Has the Simrad Class
B NAIS-400 complete with GPS
and VHF antennas that will interface with all marine systems with
NMEA2000 & NMEA 0183.
32,500 baht+VAT sales @electrical-marine.com Tel: 076272177 , 081-892 0534(English
& Thai). Fax: 076-272178.
Email: sales@electrical-marine.
com

NEW YACHTSMAN
TENDERS
Aluminium hull RIB’s and “Air
Floor” inflatables, Welded
PVC and Hypalon options.
Good quality at very competitive prices. Now in stock
at our Boat Lagoon Showroom. For details contact
Alan Giles. Andaman Boat
Sales. Tel: 084 842 6146.
Email: boat@andamanboat
sales.com

2006Avon 400 Seasport Jet
RIB. Seats 6, 80HP, trailer
and custom covers included. 300,000 baht
o.n.o.Tel: 082-288 0668
(English). Email: davidcram
mond@msn.com

POWER
CATAMARAN

JET BOAT 200HP V6

Austhai 6200. Cabcat. Full
specs. Electric toilet,
winch, etc. Galvanised
trailer, boat cover. 2 Honda
90s with only 118 hours!
Great boat. 900,000 baht.
Tel: 081-894 0339 (English). Email: hilltribe@pop
piessamui.com

DIVING SNORKELLING BOAT
Fully operational 45-person
scuba diving boat. Just finished
a 400,000 baht full boat refit.
Twin engines. Reduced price
2,900,000 baht ono. Tel: 076293052, 090-030 8965 (English), 086-942 6883 (Thai).
Email: charlesbird@me.com

Yamaha. Thai reg and book,
new trailer, only 390,000 baht.
Patong. Tel: 087-893 1753.

SALE BY OWNER
Due to low usage – 2007 Gulf
Craft 33/F W/A, 2x225 Suzuki
(300 hours), aircon, generator,
jack plates, RIB dinghy, many extras. 6.1 million baht. Tel: 089-873
3713.

THE SOLUTION TO
THIS WEEK’S
Cryptic Crossword
Abbreviations: UPPER CASE (if used as part of anagram, in
brackets).
Normal spelling: lower case.
Anagrams: italic (indicated in clue by words ‘out’, ‘possibly’,
‘strangely’, ‘wild’, or similar).
Letters left out: underlined.
Across: 9. DERISION: isnodire 10. PIE: P-i.e. 11. ENTIRE: ienter
12. PRANCE: (N)caper 13. ILLNESS: ill-ness 14. Have: H-Ave.
15. FAIRYTALES: tryifasale 17. REFUSALS: realfuss 18. PERTURB:
per-T-rub 19. CANT: cannot 21. ACHARN: anarch 24.
THAIPREMIERLEAGUE: thai-premier-le-ague 27. EDITOR: toride
29. LONE: solitary 30. DONEGAL: ladgone 33. INACTION: in-deed
35. CONVENTION: meeting 36. STUN: nuts 37. SAWDUST: saw-dust
38. CARNAL: carnIVal 40. TOMATO: atom-to 41. LIT: L-it
42. ENMESHED: heemends
Down: 1. REARMAMENT: re.-a-R.M.-meant 2. KILN: K-iLn
3. DIRECTOR: creditor 4. ENTITLE: tielent 5. CELEBRATORY: C-rebela-Tory 6. PERSIFLAGE: falsegripe 7. ETCHES: these(C) 8. TRAVELER:
T-R-reveal 10. PALLS: pal-L-S 16. RETRACT: re.-tract 20. ALIGN:
laying 22. HIGHEST: heights 23. FEELINGWELL: sense-we’ll
25. PERMISSION: per-mission 26. EVAPORATED: proveadate
28. DONATION: do-nation 31. OVERCOME: removeCO 32. ANOTHER:
athrone 34. CANVAS: C-a-N-V-as 35. CRUST: C-rust 39. REST: rest

Looking for a boat?
See more classified ads at www.phuketgazette.net
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Private Aircraft and Flight Services in Phuket
HAVE A PASSION
FOR AVIATION?
If you have an aircraft for
sale or an interest in aviation and wish to learn
how to fly or buy an aircraft or arrange a private
flight, etc. Website:
www.aeropromgr.com/
newsletter

AIRPLAY ALTIS
MICROLIGHT
Superb trike with Konig radial engine. Great economical fun. Little used. Please
contact for more information. Tel: 089-111 6457 (English & Thai), 081-397 7598
(English & Thai). Email:
kajoda1954@yahoo.co.uk

TECNAM P-92
- Price: 1.5 million baht
- Registration: U-B08
- Year of Manufacture: 2002
- Equipment: Full standard
equipment
- Engine: Rotax 912-80HP
350hrs. Tel: 081-840 8418.

YOUR HELICOPTER
Flying and owning your own
helicopter has just become
possible. Free complete flight
instruction course with your
purchase. Email: pat@
aeropromgr.com

1999 ROBIN 2160i
I would like to sell my Robin
aircraft or trade it for a 4-seat
Cessna or Piper (based in
Hua Hin). The Robin: TTAF
300hrs. SMOH 60hrs. This
is a well-equipped, two-seat
aerobatic aircraft. Has the
Christen inverted oil system.
Excellent inside and outside.
King KMA24 audio panel,
KX155 nav/com, KI203 vor,
KY197A comm, KN64A
dme, KR87 adf, KT76A transponder, CSPA400 i-com,
FP5 fuel computer, CHT,
OAT, Pitot heat. Price: 4
million baht. Please contact
Thom. Email: thos_w@
hotmail.com
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King’s Cup
closes with
honors

Winds picked up in the final days of racing at the 2014 King’s Cup Regatta.
Though some teams had already clinched the win, others vied for first
and the honor of receiving a trophy from His Excellency Admiral Mom
Luang Usni Pramoj (left) at the Kata Beach Resort on Saturday.

HIGH HONORS: His Excellency Admiral Mom Luang Usni Pramoj, Personal Representative of His Majesty The
King, awards the ‘Modern Classic’ Class trophy to Patinyakorn Buranrom of Sansiri (Windstar).

LADIES TOP, BUT MAYBE NOT FIRST: Gokova Sailing Phuket took fifth in Cruising Class. Photo: Isaac Simonelli

Santi Kanjanabandhu (right), Phuket King's Cup Regatta committee member, hands out trophies to Day 5 top racers. Photo: Isaac Stone Simonelli
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Words from the wise
“The excellence of a gift lies in its appropriateness
rather than its value.”
– Charles Dudley Warner
Cryptic Crossword
“A good conscience is a continual Christmas.”
– Benjamin Franklin
Medium

Hard

SUDOKU: Each row, column and 3x3 sub-grid must contain the number
1-9 once only. © Kevin Stone (brainbashers.com)

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 23-Dec 21):
All kinds of ideas
may be vying for
your attention,
with some of
them showing potential for the future. If you find
yourself buzzing with excitement,
then practices such as yoga or
meditation might help you see
things in perspective and help you
make better choices. Meanwhile,
a friend or mentor can have words
of wisdom.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 20):
Perhaps you’ll feel
motivated to pare
down expenses
where finances are
concerned, leaving you better able to cope over
the weeks ahead. However, try to
avoid an impulsive buy just as
you’ve reworked your budget.
Venus in your sign from midweek
can enhance your sociability, and
amp up the passion romance
wise.
AQUARIUS (Jan 21-Feb 19):
Your networking
skills can create
great potential, so
make the most of
opportunities to
mingle as you stand to benefit in

so many ways. However,
Jupiter’s retrograde could slow
down the pace of key relationships and interactions, yet this
can give you more time to think,
counteracting impulsive desires
or ideas.

Across
9. Ridicule is no dire disturbance
(8)
10. Papa, that is food (3)
11. I enter, possibly whole (6)
12. Around noon maybe, caper,
dance about (6)
13. I’ll head for poor health (7)
14. Own hotel on avenue (4)
15. Try if a sale possible for
children’s stories (5,5)
17. Real fuss about the turnings
down (8)
18. For each time rub out, worry
(7)
19. Can not cut down hypocrisy
(4)
21. An arch, animated Thai
teacher (6)
24. A hit, perhaps foremost the
French fever for top flight National soccer! (17)
27. Paper boss to ride out (6)
29. Solitary island off Phuket? (4)
30. Lad gone out to Irish county
(7)
33. Inertness indeed (8)
35. Meeting tradition (10)
36. To knock out could be nuts
(4)
37. Observed powder in wood
fragments (7)
38. Sensual carnival lost one victor (6)
40. Atom turns to fruit (6)
41. Left it alight (3)
42. Tangled up, he emends badly
(8)
Down
1. Concerning a Royal Marine,
changing meant getting better

By Patrick Arundell

PISCES (Feb 20-Mar 20):
Though busy, the
mood is upbeat
and lively, which
can enhance confidence in your
abilities. From midweek, your
social sector positively sparkles,
bringing new friendships to the
fore. Yet, you may be tempted to
let lifestyle concerns drop in
order to indulge, which is fine as
long as you don’t stray too far
off track.

TAURUS (Apr 21-May 21):
You could be challenged as far as
finances are concerned, with a
potential tendency
to exaggerate in your thinking
about how far your money will
stretch. However, Venus’s move
into Capricorn could help provide
a more realistic pointer, and encourage you to consider paring
down your outlay – even if only
marginally, Taurus.

ARIES (Mar 21-Apr 20):
You might notice
a stirring for
adventure in your
senses, and you’d
be right as something may be about to change. The
week ahead could find you in
seeker mode looking for answers
and information – and perhaps
guidance too. Yet, as Jupiter
rewinds, despite all this, do not ignore your inner voice. It won’t let
you down.

GEMINI (May 22-June 21):
A positive line-up
provides more
opportunities to
connect
with
people for both
work and pleasure, especially as
the festive season revs up. A SunMercury link hints at proposals
and invites that you’ll be delighted
to consider. Do be prepared for
some delays when signing documents or committing to a plan or
major project.

weapons (10)
2. One thousand left in around
oven (4)
3. Creditor becomes board member (8)
4. Give a claim to tie lent out (7)
5. Commemorating success almost,
new rebel a Conservative (11)
6. False gripe about banter (10)
7. Engraves these, maybe about a
hundred (6)
8. Time right, reveal different
tourist (8)
10. Becomes tedious, friend left
second (5)
16. Take back concerning treatise
(7)
20. Put straight, laying out no unknown (5)

22. Heights could be the most
elevated! (7)
23. Sense we’ll be in the best of
health (11)
25. Consent for each assignment
(10)
26. Prove a date went wrong,
went up in smoke! (10)
28. Do state contribution (8)
31. Remove C.O., perhaps get
the better of (8)
32. A throne, maybe not this one
(7)
34. Caught a new verse as
coarse material (6)
35. Caught corrosion in covering (5)
39. Take it easy for the remainder (4)

CANCER (June 22-July 23):
It would be unwise
to splurge and better to use your
resources wisely,
as doing so might
help ease the stresses and strains
associated with this time of year.
Later, a romantic Venus connection
can enhance the feel-good factor
in a budding romantic liaison,
potentially encouraging greater tenderness and understanding.

Meanwhile, your pleasure-andleisure zone gets lively as Venus
moves in midweek, enhancing
creativity and maybe even romance. An exciting idea or
alluring new person will be
worth checking out.

LEO (July 24-Aug 23):
As Jupiter dances
backwards in your
sign, success becomes an inside
job, particularly if
you go all out to change attitudes
that are no longer serving you well.
Just a tweak can make a positive
difference, especially when
backed up by your intuition.
Later, your loyalty and kindness
to someone will be repaid,
with interest.
VIRGO (Aug 24-Sept 23):
Events on the
home front can
be a source of
happiness and
fulfillment, made
even better by the
company of friends and family.

LIBRA (Sept 24-Oct 23):
A friend, or even
an old flame,
could show up,
and their appearance can be both
welcome and beneficial. It seems
the past might positively affect
your current circumstances. Later
in the week, a warm and friendly
influence is excellent for entertaining, though thoughts of
pending change might make you
a little on edge.
SCORPIO (Oct 24-Nov 22):
The need for a
decision could
leave you feeling
uncertain. However, this isn’t
something new, as this has likely
been on your mind for some
months. Perhaps the stakes have
been raised though, so you can no
longer push this issue under the
carpet. Mind, diversions could
ease tensions, but not necessarily
completely.
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Giving peace a chance
Surrounded by nature, the Renaissance Phuket has absorbed its environment

SITUATED in Mai Khao, the Renaissance Phuket Resort and Spa
is surrounded on all sides by the
pristine nature of northern Phuket,
“the island’s hidden gem”, explains
Goetz Bauer, who joined the resort
as general manager in April 2013.
Designed by P49 Deesign Associates, considered to be one of
Thailand’s foremost interior design
practices, the hotel has been carefully integrated into its
environment, leaving only a
shadow of a footprint on its natural surroundings.
Created around the theme of “a
journey to the sea”, the resort’s
architecture and interior design –
from the main lobby and spa to the
guestrooms, restaurants and even
the gardens – has taken on specific
elements that integrate it seamlessly
into its Mai Khao Beach location.
“Personally, I think being in this
place provides us some tremendous opportunities with nature that
you just wouldn’t find in, say, a
downtown Sydney hotel,” says

Mr Bauer. “I therefore think it’s
important to use this strength and
work with it to create a unique experience for our guests.”
Subtly interwoven into the details of the overall design are many
aspects of local Thai culture, including some key furniture and art
installations, custom designed by
multi-award winning Thai designer
Eggarat Wongcharit.
Providing guests with their first
impressions of the hotel is the open
space of the lobby, which looks
down onto the resort’s gardens.
Carefully chosen colors in the decor
are reminiscent of the moods, shapes
and tones of the sea and sands, as
well as the brilliant sunsets that set
the evening lobby aglow.
“Some guests say that our hotel
is not what they would call a Thai
design, but that’s only because it
doesn’t look like the traditional Thaistyle buildings one equates with
Thai architecture,” says Mr Bauer.
“Thai architecture doesn’t have
to look like something from 100
or 200 years ago. If you look
carefully at the design of the
Renaissance Phuket, there are
many subtle elements which make
it uniquely Thai. For example, the
layout of the villas and their
uniquely curved roofs, reflecting

The carefully chosen decor of the Renaissance Phuket’s lobby is reminiscent of sea and sand. Photos: Supplied

also the shell-shape of a sea turtle.”
The hotel’s gardens, says Mr
Bauer, play an important role in
drawing the natural elements of
the resort together and making the
beach location an integral part of
the resort experience.
“The gardens are a transitional
point between the hotel and the
beach. White sand has been placed
alongside pathways to the beach.
The concept is what we call the
‘chic side of nature’,” he says.
“It’s not jungle, because we still

tend to it, but it is trimmed to give
it a natural look. From the lobby,
with its reflection pools to the sea
– everything is open with plenty
of natural light.”
Even the hotel’s 180 guest rooms
– while private – have a soothing,
airy charm that is reflected in the
minimalist decor, sea-themed colors
and ornamentation. Quality duvets,
pillows and superior cotton sheets
ensure guests a night of peaceful
slumber.
Walking out onto Mai Khao

Beach itself, guest are immediately
aware that they are experiencing
something quite unique. Lined with
willowy pines, the nearly 20-kilometer beach curves toward the
horizon in both directions with not
a soul in sight. All that can be heard
is the wind in the trees and the
crashing waves.
“Our philosophy is to give back
to nature what it’s given to us.
Being at peace with nature is
after all what most of us seek,”
Mr Bauer explains.
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Going with the market’s flow
Ups and downs of Phuket’s property market and how to avoid stagnation
ELEVEN years of ever-increasing
involvement in the property market means the ups and downs of
low and high seasons have become as familiar as the high and
low tides for the large number of
Phuket yachties who battle the
waves of the sea, and sudden new
requirements for transponders.
I recently met with a successful and well respected real estate
agent this week who has been
operating in Thailand for 18 years.
We had an off-the-record conversation about the current state
of the property market in Phuket,
and it is apparent, as always, that
there is good and bad.
POSITIVE
INFRASTRUCTURE
DEVELOPMENT

Phuket has been treated to a spate
of infrastructure developments
that many other provinces in Thailand do not benefit from.
These developments mean that
residential; commercial and retail
projects are much more likely to
be sustainable long term, and that
buyers and consumers are more
likely to return.
These include the stated 5.7-billion-baht (US$175 million)
investment into the Phuket International Airport expansion, which
even post-completion will allegedly

not be able to accommodate
the rising number of tourists
beyond 2016; the 850mn-baht
Darasamuth Intersection underpass project started in November
2012, which is close to completion; and the Samkong Intersection
underpass, also launched in
November 2012.
There is no doubt that this type
of public infrastructure investment is beneficial for private
investors in Phuket’s long-term
future.
LARGE-SCALE PRIVATE
INVESTMENT

We have the plans by the Mall
Group to splurge 80bn baht on
developing luxury shopping malls
starting with the 20bn-baht
BluPearl Project in Kathu; and a
healthy pipeline of new hotels –
10 in Patong, including Rosewood
and Hyatt; and seven elsewhere on
the island, including the Nikki
Beach Hotel and Spa in Bang Tao.
This type of large-scale investment means there should be a
natural, positive reaction in the
residential and commercial property market supporting labor and
new residents moving to Phuket.
RESIDENTIAL

This market has changed beyond
recognition in Phuket.
Phuketians can describe the dirt
track roads and scramble bikes
used to navigate them between
beaches, and the fact that a lot of

Infrastructure improvements, such as the expansion of Phuket International Airport, mean that property
projects are more likely to be sustainable, and that buyers are likely to return. Photo: Gazette file

Phuket was rural two decades ago.
The growth spurts in residential
areas have often been uncontrolled,
resulting in a few spates of private
developer insolvencies, and buyers
having to dip into their pockets to
obtain their legal titles.
Some dodgy land-title investigations have hit investors hard.
The “big” developers have
moved into Phuket, pumping out
waves of low-priced small-area
condo units; then a wave of
higher-priced town homes and
“villas”, using their Bangkok strategies to full effect on this green
isle. Surely this level of financial
commitment can only be positive,
as the monies must circulate
around the economy, somehow.
AVOIDING STAGNATION

And now we come to the crux of
the puzzle and issues that seasoned
agents are well aware exist: How

to avoid the older property stock,
the re-sale property stock, or the
remaining units of those developments that have been marketed to
death, from becoming stagnant –
together with all those involved.
What is preventing the sales
from proceeding at a steady pace?
Is it a lack of investment in Phuket?
Definitely not from the above.
Is it the continuing cycles of
global economic downturns and
phases of austerity? How can it
be, when there are still so many
wealthy people purchasing modified Bentleys and helicopters for
their mega-yachts?
A family of six looking to move
to Phuket with cash in the bank and
ready to buy a US$1.5mn home –
and with continuous income from
their web-based financial business
– met with the developer and agent
referenced above to discuss
whether a Reservation Agreement
could be amended to make them

feel more secure. The response to
that request was a flat “No, take it
or leave it”, with some embellishment. This time they signed, but
there was a significant risk they
would be turned off this type of
approach.
Developers, agents and all interested parties should take note.
The world has changed, and keeps
changing. Expectations are higher
and people want to hear the words
“yes, can do” as much as possible
when spending millions of dollars
on real estate. Be flexible, don’t
be sticks-in-the-mud, and you will
– together with all of the other
positive developments in Phuket
– avoid stagnation.
Desmond Hughes is a long-term
Phuket resident and senior partner
of Hughes Krupica law firm, which is
based in Phuket and Bangkok.
Desmond can be contacted at
desmond@hugheskrupica.com

A scale model of the 20-billion-baht BluPearl mega-project set to be built in Kathu. Photo: Gazette file
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The age of discovery
Rediscover the familiar
flavors we all know and
love through La Gritta’s
new ‘Discovery Menu’
well-known labels to choose
from, and you’re in for one of
WE ALL feel adventurous some- these nights out, when you can
times, eager to try new things, truly relax and enjoy the food.
explore the terra incognita.
But where is the promised thrill
Yet, there are times, when all of discovery?
we crave is the well known, the
It hides in the simplicity – a
familiar, the home-cooked. La quality often forgotten in the times
Gritta’s new “Discovery Menu” is of laboratory-like kitchens,
the right choice, no matter what molecular foams and ingredients
your mood is.
– the names of which you can’t
Scanning through La Gritta’s even pronounce.
new Discovery
RediscoverMenu is more
ing
and
If you love food, you’ve pure true
relaxing than exflavors –
tried all these before. In
citing.
this is what the
It’s all familfact, most of these dishes “ D i s c o v e r y
iar – antipasti of
Menu” is all
ciabatta with to- could easily end up on the about.
table during a family
mato basil salsa
“When the
and Fontina
ingredients
are
get-together somewhere
cheese with
fresh and of
in Italy.
smoked salmon,
high quality, it’s
a selection of
best to keep it
well-known cold cuts and grilled simple, not overcook, not to use
vegetables as a starter, mushroom too much seasoning,” explains La
risotto, beef steak and grilled king Gritta’s Italian chef Patrizia
prawn for the main and a dessert Battolu.
comprising of tiramisu, lemon tart
And with mozzarella and tomaand pistachio gelato.
toes imported weekly from Italy,
If you love food, you’ve tried succulent Australian beef and
all these before. In fact, most of flavorful local prawns, chef Battolu
these dishes could easily end up has the best ingredients to play
on the table during a family get- with.
together somewhere in Italy.
Each dish delivers on the promAdd to this the picturesque set- ise of keeping it simple and
ting of the restaurant, with authentic.
marvelous views of Patong Bay,
Juicy cut of tenderloin is served
a long list of wines with many aesthetically on a slate of black
By Maciek Klimowicz

‘

’

Take in views of the beautiful Patong Bay while you eat. Photo: Supplied

The familiar, yet decadent flavors found at La Gritta will transport you to Italy. Photos: Supplied

stone; the only seasoning for the
grilled king prawn is a dash of
lemon sauce, a hint of garlic and
a pinch of salt and pepper; the
tiramisu is simply tiramisu, in other
words – perfect.
With satellites circling the globe,

drones spying in the sky and cameras on every street corner, there
isn’t much left to be uncovered.
With the age of discovery long
gone, it’s going back to the roots
and rediscovering true flavors that
can be more thrilling than ever.

La Gritta Italian restaurant is located
at the Amari Phuket at Patong
Beach. The six course Discovery
Menu is priced at 1450++ baht. For
information and reservations
call
076-292697 or email
lagritta@amari.com.
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Spy formula gone lame
HAVING wasted many days slogging through In the Light of What
We Know – a bloated, pompous,
self-indulgent, 500-page shambles
of a first novel – the only pleasure
I felt I could derive from the experience would be to beat the
bejesus out of it in a book review.
However, I felt the need for something lighter. And shorter.
I chose Midnight in Europe
(Random House, New York, 2014,
251pp). The author, Alan Furst,
specializes in a genre called “historical espionage”. That is, his 14th
novel takes place in the six-year
period (1939-1945) when Europe
was under the Nazi jackboot and
their democratic opponents
scuttled about underfoot, desperately trying to avoid arrest and
execution. These novels have titles
like Night Soldiers, Dark Star, The
World at Night, Kingdom of Shadows, Dark Voyage. The idea is that
the lights have gone out all over
Europe. I read a couple of Furst’s
novels many years ago, but his
latest novel turned out to be a mite
too light.
Midnight in Europe takes place
during the few years leading up to
World War II, and roams from New
York to Paris to Madrid to Berlin to
Warsaw to Istanbul to Odessa. The
hero is Paris-based lawyer Christian Ferrar, a Spanish émigré who
enlists in the cause of buying weapons for the Republican side during
the Spanish Civil War. The novel
opens in Manhattan in December

1937, with Ferrar reading The New
York Times. Hitler, Mussolini and
Franco are all on the rise.
“Elsewhere in the newspaper,
the democratic opposition to the
dictators tried not to show fear,
but it was in their every word, the
nervous dithering of the losing
side. As Franco and his generals
attacked the elected Republic, the
others joined in, troops and warplanes provided by Germany and
Italy, and with every victory they
boasted and bragged and strutted:

‘

As a spy novel, this is
several notches below John
Le Carre. There is the usual
derring-do… [However,]
short and fast-paced,
Midnight in Europe might
be good for a day
at the beach, but that’s
about it.

’

It’s our turn, get out of our way.”
To help the beleaguered Spanish Republic, Ferrar teams up with
arms merchant Max de Leon, another émigré, part-Jewish, with
roots in the Ukraine and Poland.
Their first mission is to acquire
anti-tank cannons from Czechoslovakia, their second anti-aircraft
shells from the Soviet Union.
Furst is very good with
atmospherics. Here, the armssmuggling duo arrive from
Belgium into Nazi Germany at
Aachen Train Station and find
numerous flags, “the swastikas
glowing in powerful red and black

under the station lights. Through
static, high-volume speakers made
announcements in German…
There were uniformed officers
everywhere, the SS in black, the
Wehrmacht in field gray, all of
them very conscious of their
appearance, standing tall and
straight, holstered sidearms on
their heavy belts.”
In contrast, there is the notorious Le Cygne, the nightclub in
Paris where Ferrar and de Leon
make their underground contacts,
where the dance floor swarms
with “slumming nouveaux riches,
swindlers, spies, prostitutes of the
higher order… The scene struck
Ferrar as a kind of undersea world.
Beneath a placid sea, exotic creatures mated and fed on each other
and, as you sank deeper, the world
turned darker and the creatures
grew strange indeed.”
What Furst is not so good at
is Ferrar’s romantic relationships. Single and the sole support
of his large Spanish family, he
has an Irish-American girlfriend
in New York, a Frenchwoman
whom he picks up at his habitual
restaurant and a mysterious
Spanish marquesa who starts
out as his law client but winds
up, much too easily, in his bed.
In each, the sex is lame and
mechanical.
As a spy novel, this is several
notches below John Le Carre.
There is the usual derring-do.
Ferrar and de Leon steal a freight
train in Poland and abscond with
shells from a Soviet armory in
Odessa, leading to a sea chase off
the port of Licata in Sicily. But
these operations are rather me-

Midnight in Europe might be worthy of beach reading. Photos: Supplied

chanical too, like a Grade-B movie.
Short and fast-paced, Midnight
in Europe might be good for a day
at the beach, but that’s about it.
There is one howler of an error. Ferrar manages to rescue his
marquesa from the clutches of

Franco’s secret police, identified
as SIM (Servicio de Información
Militar). Actually, SIM was the
feared Stalinist secret police on the
Republican side. This is like
confusing Britain’s MI6 with the
Gestapo.

Gazette’s Gosh-Darn-Good Books of 2014
Everything I Never Told You
By Celeste Ng
“If we know this
story, we haven’t seen
it yet in American fiction, not until now… Ng
has set two tasks in
this novel’s doubled
heart – to be exciting,
and to tell a story bigger than whatever is behind the crime. What
emerges is a deep, heartfelt portrait of
a family struggling with its place in history, and a young woman hoping to be
the fulfillment of that struggle. This
is, in the end, a novel about the burden of being the first of your kind – a
burden you do not always survive.”
– Alexander Chee, The New York
Times Book Review
The Harlem Hellfighters
By Max Brooks
“An utterly fresh
and shocking blend
of storytelling and
graphic art that takes
us back to the global
conflagration at the

WHEN it comes to the “Best Books” of any year, there is always a debate. This
year is no different – chucking aside the obvious flaw that books exist within
categories that cannot be fairly put on the same scale (non-fiction versus fiction, for example) it is nearly impossible to nail down exactly what makes a
book “the best”. Is it number of copies sold? Is it quality of writing? Is it an
honesty to human nature?
Oh, you can imagine the literary critics making a fortune pondering the
ways to divide all their favorite books into different categories.
So, here at the Gazette, we just grabbed a selection of good reads.
dawn of the last century, and the heroic
and outsized role brave African American soldiers played in turning the tide
for the Allies. In an injustice oft repeated
throughout our history, the heroic feats
of the ‘Harlem Hellfighters’ were not just
forgotten but deliberately suppressed by
a nation eager to accept the Black man’s
sacrifice, but terrified to give him the
slightest credit for it. Denied the ability
to even defend themselves back home,
the Hellfighters tear up the Western
Front and terrify the Germans, facing
down machine guns, rats and poison gas
with stoic relentlessness and deflected
fury. White’s illustrations explode off the
page and Brooks’ storytelling brings gripping action and anger to every page.”
– Tom Reiss, Pulitzer Prize winning
author of The Black Count

Lincoln and the Power of the Press: The
War for Public Opinion
By Harold Holzer
“Lincoln believed
that ‘with public sentiment nothing can
fail; without it, nothing can succeed.’
Harold Holzer makes a
significant contribution to our understanding of Lincoln’s leadership by
showing us how deftly he managed his
relations with the press of his day to move
public opinion forward to preserve the
Union and abolish slavery.”
– Doris Kearns Goodwin
A Brief History of Seven Killings
By Marlon James

“Marlon James’s
novel A Brief History of
Seven Killings begins
in 1976 with the
attempted murder of
Bob Marley. The story
is true, like almost
everything in this vast
and teeming story of
Jamaican violence.”
– Nicholas Blincoe, The Telegraph
The Opposite of Loneliness: Essays
and Stories
By Marina Keegan
“In her brief life
Marina Keegan managed to achieve a
precocious literary
mastery. Her wry,
wise, lyrical voice is
unforgettable, and her vital, exuberant spirit reminds us powerfully to
seize the day. Though every sentence
throbs with what might have been,
this remarkable collection is ultimately joyful and inspiring, because
it represents the wonder that she
was.”
– JR Moehringer, Pulitzer Prize winner
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Artist steals faces
Monthian grew up on a rice
farm in the far southern region of
MONTHIAN Yangthong is one of Thailand. He graduated from
Phuket’s most talented artists, Prince of Songkla University
known for his ability to create art Pattani campus with a degree in
using a variety of mediums. art education.
Currently, one of his collections –
“Though my father was a rice
a series of woodcuts of the faces farmer, he influenced me to give
of well-known Western artists – a Buddhist focus of detail to my
is on show at Boathouse by drawings as a child. He encourMontara.
aged me in my
“I find workdevelopment
I find working with
ing with woodas an artist,”
cuts very inter- woodcuts very interesting, Monthian recalls.
esting, as it’s as it’s possible to create a
Monthian has
possible to create
a
gallery and
depth and intensity of
a depth and
studio at 29
feeling not possible with Phang Nga Road
intensity of feeling not possible
in Phuket Town,
oil or acrylic paint.
with oil or acrylic
where he displays
paint,” says Monthian.
his talents in various mediums.
“I believe I am the only artist in
Many of his paintings pay homSouthern Thailand working with age to his love of the natural
woodcuts. I decided to create a country life of rural Thailand. But
series of the [faces of] 30 main for his current show at Boathouse,
Western artists who I think are the he decided to venture in a new
bridge between the classical and direction with his woodcuts.
modern art worlds.”
“I think Paul Cezanne was the
By Bruce Stanley

‘

’

Monthian focuses on famous artists for his woodcuts.

British International School
teacher’s mixed-media art on
show at Villa Royale Gallery
KATHY Manthei Coulson will
present a series of her mixedmedia pieces of art at a gallery
situated inside Mom Tri’s Villa
Royale at Kata Noi Beach until
February.
Kathy has been creating and
teaching art on Phuket for 15
years. She is a resident art teacher
at British International School

Phuket and trains women in craft
techniques at the Life Home
Project. These women can then
use their craft training to help
support their families.
Kathy’s work is influenced
by her love of nature and her
surroundings – the earth, sky and
water of Phuket.
– Bruce Stanley

Monthian poses in front of his woodcuts, each depicting the face of a well-known artist.

inspiration of modern art. I have
made colorful woodcuts of many
of the Impressionists, [from] Salvador Dali to Andy Warhol,” says
Monthian.
“I start with a black and white
field and then add color. I concentrate on what I feel to be the

spirit of the artist I’m creating.”
Monthian feels that the lines
created by the woodcut process
relate to the Buddhist concept of
“sen”, or lines of energy that flow
through the body.
He even makes the frames that
surround his work, as his aim is

to create a complete piece of art
based on his lifelong Buddhist
ideals.
Monthian Yangthong’s show, called
World Artists, will be on display at
Boathouse at Montara until the end
of the year.
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Nakhon Sri Thammarat
The story of the short-lived kingdom of the South
NAKHON Sri Thammarat was a
powerful city in the south of Siam
during the 18th century. Foreigners often called the city “Ligor”.
The ancient city spread its influence over many of the smaller
towns in the region.
Although powerful, Nakhon Sri
Thammarat was never truly independent. The city’s governor
answered to the King of Ayutthaya.
In the year 1765, however,
Ayutthaya faced a grave threat like
never before. The Burmese had
invaded the kingdom, taking
advantage of internal turmoil and
division in the Siamese royal
family. Siamese forces were
annihilated and town after town
fell victim to Burmese slaughter.
In the year 1766, the Burmese
had advanced to the gates of
Ayutthaya itself and laid siege to
the magnificent city.
The royal seat of power in the
kingdom of Siam, where 33 kings
had ruled for almost four centuries, could not hold out and finally,
in 1767, the city fell to the Burmese invaders.
Ayutthaya was sacked. Once
proud and impregnable, several
sections of the city wall were
brought down by explosive mines.
Burmese cannons battered the fortifications and troops stormed into
the city through the breaches.
The city was set aflame. Thousands of its starving inhabitants
were either killed or taken captive.
It was one of the darkest chapters in Siam’s history. King
Ekkathat, the last of Ayutthaya’s
kings, was found dead in the city.
His brother, Prince Uthumphon,
along with other surviving members of the Siamese royal house,
were taken captive and forced to
march back to Burma.

The remains of the northern gate in the old Nakhon Sri Thammarat city wall still stands today. Photo: Ahoerstemeier

After Ayutthaya’s fall, many cities that used to pledge allegiance
to the King of Ayutthaya now
turned their loyalty to Burma. Some
cities, like Nakhon Sri Thammarat,
were spared the carnage of invasion because they were too far
south to be of any threat.
In the aftermath of the war, the
governor of Nakhon Sri Thammarat declared his territory an
independent kingdom. The new
ruler of Nakhon Sri Thammarat
then marched his army and captured Chaiya, Chumphon, Ranong,
Phuket and extended his reach as
far south as Pattani and Satun.
In the absence of a higher
power, the ruler of Nakhon Sri
Thammarat simply carved out his
own kingdom in the south of Siam
after the fall of Ayutthaya.
The power vacuum was not
meant to last long, however.
Phraya Taksin, the governor of the
city of Tak and one of the most
capable Siamese generals in history, had defied orders to assist
Ayutthaya during the city’s grim-

mest hour. Phraya Tak believed
that his odds of winning against
the Burmese invaders were slim.
Had he marched in to help
Ayutthaya during the siege, his
army would have been broken like
an egg smashed into a stone.
Phraya Taksin was ordered to
come to Ayutthaya’s help. The
general, however, marched east
and took up a defensive position.
After the Burmese successfully
sacked the capital, they had to
march the bulk of their army back
to defend their homeland from a
Chinese invasion. The Burmese
left a relatively small army behind
to maintain their conquest.
It was during this time that
Phraya Taksin launched a counterattack. The general managed to
drive out all remaining Burmese
garrisons and liberated Siam in the
year 1769.
After the liberation of Siam,
Phraya Taksin crowned himself as
king, built a new capital at
Thonburi and proceeded to reunify his kingdom. He was

determined to restore the former
glory of Siam.
Later in 1769, King Taksin ordered some of his most capable
generals to march south and subdue the newly carved out kingdom
of Nakhon Sri Thammarat.
But when it became apparent
that the army he sent was too weak
to subjugate the southern kingdom, the king himself marched
south at the head of the royal
army.
He attacked Chumphon and
Chaiya, cities on the northern border of Nakhon Sri Thammarat
kingdom. The cities soon fell with
little resistance. The city of
Nakhon Sri Thammarat itself soon
became the next target.
Panicked at the imminent threat,
the ruler of Nakhon Sri Thammarat
sent his “Uparaja”, or vice-king to
set up defenses against King Taksin,
but the royal army was too strong
and the defences put up by the
Uparaja were smashed.
As the royal army closed in on
his city, the ruler of Nakhon Sri

Thammarat fled with the help of
the ruler of Songkhla and took
shelter further south in the kingdom of Pattani. King Taksin
marched victorious into Nakhon
Sri Thammarat.
On learning that the self-proclaimed independent ruler of
Nakhon Sri Thammarat had fled
the city to Pattani, the king commanded his closest generals,
Phraya Chakri and Phraya Pichai
Raja, to raise a naval force and sail
south to Pattani, in order to
capture the ruler of Nakhon Sri
Thammarat.
When news reached Pattani
that the wrath of King Taksin’s
army was descending on the kingdom, the Sultan of Pattani
immediately ordered the arrest of
Nakhon Sri Thammarat’s ruler
and his family and sent them as
prisoners to King Taksin, in order
to appease the king and avert war
with Thonburi.
King Taksin took the ruler of
Nakhon Sri Thammarat and his
family back with him to Thonburi.
What happened next is a testament to King Taksin’s wisdom
and merciful nature. He decreed
that the ruler of Nakhon Sri
Thammarat was just doing his duty
in defending his territories.
Instead of punishing him, the
king pardoned him on all accounts,
on condition that the deposed
ruler drink sacred water and swear
allegiance to King Taksin, to which
he obliged.
King Taksin not only pardoned
him, but also gave him a residence
in the new capital of Thonburi.
After the war, the king ordered
the restoration of the ancient city
of Nakhon Sri Thammarat. He
also commissioned a naval fleet of
one hundred warships to be built
and stationed at the port in the
southern city.
Although peace returned in the
south of Siam, it was not meant
to be King Taksin’s last war.
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Titans line up for Superyacht Rendezvous
THE latest megayacht to announce its entry to this year’s
Asia Superyacht Rendezvous, to be held off Kata Beach
from December 16-18, is the impressive MY Titania.
Launched in 2006 by Lürssen Yachts, the 72m luxury
cruiser will join other greats at the event, including MY
Moonsand, which was fully completed in 2004 and was
the flagship of the Royal New Zealand squadron during
the America’s Cup.
MY Northern Sun will act as the start boat for the race
events during the Rendezvous. Joining the action during
the three days will be the 55m MY Samax, which was
launched in 1996 by Royal Dutch Shipbuilders Feadship,
the principal sponsors for the Rendezvous since the event’s
inception 14 years ago.

As previously reported, sure to catch the eyes of spectators at Kata Rocks, host sponsor for the event, are the
classic lines of the sailing yachts Sunshine, Silolona and
Si Datu Bua – as well as the sharp, sleek shape of the
newly launched SY Escapade, out of Fitzroy Yachts in New
Zealand, competing in her first race meet.
Hauling a gross tonnage of 191 tonnes, the 37.5m allaluminum, fast-cruising sloop Escapade is the first yacht
of her size to feature solid carbon aerofoil rigging, meaning continuous rigging and reduced wind resistance, and
features a fixed keel and draws a four-meter draft – all
intended to deliver top performance in regattas.
In all, the Rendezvous promises to offer quite a view.
– Phuket Gazette

Keep an eye out for the 72m MY Titania off Kata Beach this
week. Photo: Courtesy of Asia Superyacht Rendezvous

Love me tender
develop a high-performance RIB
[rigid inflatable boat] that was stylPHUKET has inspired a new ride ish, comfortable and provided the
on the waves. It’s rigid, it’s inflat- functionality of an open day-boat
able… it’s a boat. The new 13m and luxury interior,” says Stephen,
tender by Acronautic is ready to who is managing director of
ensure that every superyacht so- Acronautic, and lives in the Bang
journ starts and finishes in luxury. Tao area.
The first of its kind is about to
Powered by twin 350hp outbe built in the UK under the project board engines, the Thetis offers
name Thetis,
an exhilarating
whose design
ride through a
Powered by twin
was conceptualV-shaped hull ca350hp outboard
ized by Phuket
pable of speeds
resident Stephen
of more than 40
engines, the Thetis
Crone.
knots.
offers an exhilarating
Whitehouse
Trimming the
Yacht Design, ride through a V-shape outboard engines
which specializes
gives the RIB an
performance hull
in custom yacht
minicapable of speeds of estimated
projects and fluid
mum draft of just
more than 40 knots.’
dynamics to en50cm.
sure the most
“I have a
– Stephen Crone,
efficient hull percomparable boat
MD of Acronautic
formance and
here in Phuket
ride comfort, has provided the and we have been able to get to
Naval-standard architecture and every beach, every jetty, that
styling on the design.
we’ve wanted to,” Stephen notes.
The project is managed in conRIBs are often branded “unjunction with Josh Richardson and sinkable”, and the Thetis, with its
the team from Superyacht Tenders six inflatable compartments surand Toys to ensure quality finishes rounding the hull, is no exception.
and attention to detail is achieved
Stephen has had a long connecto realize the demands of fastidi- tion working with high-speed
ous superyacht owners.
luxury RIBs and is well known for
As the yacht tender is often the his contribution to the Dariel-built
first and last impression guests 13m RIB Yoko – a luxury day boat
have from a superyacht cruise, the delivered to a Monaco-based cliThetis design has been developed ent. Yoko was a finalist in the 2012
to become a focal point before, ShowBoats “Yacht Tender Design
during and after the voyage.
of the Year”.
“The greatest challenge was to
Yet it was Phuket that inspired
By Chris Husted

‘
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The plans for the Thetis were finalized last week and construction in the UK should begin soon. Image: Acronautic

the finishing touches to the design
of the Thetis, and of all things it
was odd torrential downpour that
topped it off.
“The Thetis provides a platform
for exploring the islands with all

the comforts of the superyacht,
such as plush seating, an amazing
stereo entertainment system,
sunbeds for relaxing and then
excellent weather protection for
when the rain hits,” says Stephen.

Will a completed Thetis be in
Phuket soon? “Quite possibly,”
teases Stephen.
More information will soon be
available from ProjectThetis.com
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The right way to cheat
Craig reveals that it’s okay
to cheat during a diet, and
explains how to do it right

THE perfect diet is the diet which
gets you results and suits your
personality and lifestyle. I want
you to know that you can cheat
during a diet and still see the
results you want.
HOW STRICT DO YOU NEED
TO BE TO SEE RESULTS?

This, in my opinion, is one of
the most important questions you
need to ask yourself before
embarking on a diet. Once you
work this out and make a plan,
cheating can actually be one of the
most empowering things you can
do for yourself.
You reap what you sow, of
course, but individuality plays a
big role in the weight-loss process
and you have to stay true to yourself.
HOW CHEATING CAN BE
A GOOD THING

I sometimes have clients who tell
me that they don’t want to cheat
at all until they have reached their
goal. This is fine, if your goal is
smaller – let’s say less than four
to six centimeters off the waist,
which many can achieve in one
month if they are very strict.
However, constant perfection

can actually have negative affects,
especially if you aim for perfection for more than one month. You
can end up undoing all of your
hard work.
What I am telling you is that
you can cheat and still get great
results, you just have to pay closer
attention to the details.
MY RULES FOR CHEAT
MEALS

Don’t waste your cheat meals
by eating them alone. Cheating
should always be reserved for
enjoying good times – and food –
with friends.
If you cheat because you simply cannot resist a sugar craving,
for example, then manipulate your
diet. Try eating more protein or
substitute a protein shake with
berries for the sugary snack
you’re after.
Try to plan cheat meals in
advance. If you know you are
going out with family or friends,
and the likelihood for cheating is
high, set aside that meal in your
weekly plan.
Try to limit the time for the
cheat meal to less than two hours.
That way, you avoid the possibility of allowing your cheat meal to
turn into a cheat day.
Don’t cheat with foods that
your body cannot tolerate. For
example, if wheat is a problem for
you, try not to eat pasta or pizza
and go for a sweet instead.

It’s okay to cheat sometimes, so go out and enjoy a hot, fresh pizza with your friends. Photo: Lppa

Don’t feel guilty after enjoying previous diets were so bad that
the cheat! Relish it, and consider cutting everything out “cold turit good for your state of mind.
key” and undertaking a strict diet
Watch out for
actually undid them.
little, daily cheats. I
Don’t waste your Instead, we start
have had many cliwith the aim to simcheat meals by
ents whose habit
ply eat better than
was to have a little
eating them alone. last week.
cheat every day –
If you would
Cheating should
for example, a
prefer to follow
always be reserved this approach, then
piece of chocolate
at 3pm or as a desfor enjoying good make as many small
sert after meals.
as possible.
times – and food – changes
These clients are
These changes will
with friends.
often the ones who
add up.
get poor results.
If you aren’t seeIf that doesn’t work, here’s ing results, you should rethink
another approach.
your approach and actions and
I have had many clients whose adjust accordingly.
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This could mean that you need
to be stricter and make more sacrifices in your diet – I never said
achieving your goals would be a
breeze.
Results require sacrifices, and
you will need to make the effort.
Craig Burton is a nutritional expert
with more than 15 years of
experience at the forefront of the
health and well-being field. He offers
a high-level of his expertise in
functional training and nutrition,
focusing on detoxification, food
intolerance and nutrient deficiency.
For more information about
Craig and his services, visit
thevitruvianmethod.com

Tricks to keep motivated
HAVE you ever started a fitness
program and then quit? If you
answered yes, you’re not alone.
Here are a few tips to keep you
motivated and looking good for
Phuket’s beautiful beach days.
First, start off with simple goals,
then progress to long-term goals.
It’s easy to get frustrated and
give up if you get too ambitious.
Second, even if you already
have a routine and know which
machines to use and how, pay for
a personal trainer. Since most of
us charge if you cancel last
minute, you’ll be less inclined to
recline on the sofa watching The
Walking Dead rather than hitting
the gym like you’d planned.
Third, find sports or activities
that you enjoy, then vary the
routine so that you stay on your
toes. If you’re not enjoying your
workouts, try something different.
The key is to remember that
exercise doesn’t have to be drudgery. You’re more likely to stick
with it if you’re having fun.

Stay motivated. Photo: Rick Iossi

Last, it’s hard to find time for
exercise, but don’t make excuses.
You can slip in physical activity throughout the day: take the
stairs instead of the elevator, or
pedal a stationary bike or do
strength training exercises while
you watch television at night.
Many people have been living
an unhealthy lifestyle for years,
and then realize the disastrous effects it has. They come to a
breaking point and decide to make
a change, but they are almost
always unrealistic.

They go from no exercise to
training every day. They go from
eating junk food to the newest
calorie-deficit fad diet. These
people end up tired all the time,
hungry all the time and even more
depressed than they were before.
If they lose weight, it’s usually
water weight and muscle loss.
To keep yourself on track,
change your lifestyle slowly.
Don’t have a two-week plan, have
a one-year plan.
You might find that it helps to
keep an exercise diary. Record
what you did during each workout, how long you exercised and
how you felt afterward. Recording your efforts can remind you
that you’re making progress.
– Krix Luther
Krix Luther is a fully qualified
personal trainer with nearly a decade
of experience specializing in strength
and conditioning. For more
information about his services, visit
thevitruvianmethod.com
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Dojo juniors
get new digs
at FunStart
level for adults – because our
club competes at a national level.
THE Phuket Martial Arts & Buerki We also offer jujitsu and aikijitsu
Judo Club group has found a new and aikido, because people
home at the FunStart Family have different interests,” Stefan
Sports and Leisure Club, and is explains.
calling on the island’s youngsters
The non-competitive and kids’
to put down the video games and courses offered are not based on
pick up the powerful martial arts weight or age, and they are also
of judo, jujitsu, aikido and aikijitsu. not based on gender. There are as
The judo club has
many boys as
been established for
are girls,
Soccer is good, but there
years, but has aland there are
not everyone wants different skill
ways been on the
move, explains to play it. We are trying levels in the club.
Stefan Klimsch, a
“Every week,
to enrich the basic
parent who is deeply
one or two people
involved in the club after-school program
come who have
and who also trains
never done any
on this island.
at the center.
martial arts be– Stefan Klimsch,
Now, with its
fore, and they are
Parent and Judo and
new home, the club
softly integrated
Aikijitsu student
has a fully-funcinto the program,”
tional and spacious
Stefan explains.
training area, and organizers would
“We always have one trainer
like to welcome even more stu- and his or her assistants. They
dents to its rapidly expanding take care of those who are new,
family.
or relatively new. The main
With about 15 students in the teacher is focused on the general
adult and competitive judo classes movement in class.”
and about 14 children of ages 5
Stefan praises HeadStart for
through 11 in the kid’s judo class, their generosity in allowing the
the club is ready to add more club to re-establish at their sport
classes and more forms of mar- facility in Kathu, and says that the
tial arts to its already impressive school and the club are on the
repertoire.
same page when it comes to keep“We offer judo as a martial art ing kids active.
for kids, and on a competitive
“We know that on the island of
By Mauri Grant
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Learning martial arts provides good exercise and teaches children discipline, says Sensei Chone.

Phuket, there is something missing,” says Stefan.
“Kids need something to do [after school] other than play video
games, and it cannot just be soccer. Soccer is good, but not
everyone wants to play it. We are
trying to enrich the basic afterschool program on this island.
“It’s taking off.”
Not only does the club now
have the ideal setting for classes,
but it also boasts two expert instructors of the highest caliber to
train its students: Sensei Chone
and Sensei Pedro Guiterrez Mesa.
Running the Phuket Martial Arts
& Buerki Judo Club group is
Sensei Chone, the principal judo
and jujitsu trainer for both the adult
and competitive classes during the

week and kids classes on the
weekend.
Sensei Chone believes there is
much to be gained from the arts
of judo and jujitsu, especially for
kids.
“They learn discipline. They
learn how to control their minds,
and how to protect themselves if
they are falling, or if someone is
trying to hurt them,” he says.
“Some kids, when they first
start practicing judo, are shy and
walk in like a hunchback, without
making eye contact. After three
months, though, they walk upright
and have self-confidence.”
Bringing an unprecedented level
of expertise to the island is Sensei
Pedro, the aikido and aikijitsu instructor, who trained alongside the

son and grandson of the founder
of aikido Morihei Uyeshiba in Japan earlier this year.
Along with teaching basic
aikido and aikijitsu classes during
the week, Pedro instructs 35 security guards from a popular
Patong discotheque the art of selfdefence and restraint, so they can
remove unruly customers from the
club without inflicting injury.
So what’s next on the roster
after the aikijitsu, aikido and selfdefence training classes for
security guards take off? Selfdefence for women, say the
instructors.
For more information about the club
call 095-0143505 or email: phuket
martialarts@gmail.com.

Laguna beat rivals Thalang in season opener
LAGUNA opened their account in the new
Phuket Cricket Group (PCG) senior league
by outfoxing Thalang in the opening match
of the season, played at the Alan Cooke
Ground (ACG) last Sunday.
After a disappointing T20 season, Laguna were looking to make amends after
losing to Thalang in the final last season.
This season, a new format has been introduced whereby teams have an
opportunity to achieve an outright win by
bowling the opposing team out twice for
less runs than the winning team’s total runs.
However, a normal first innings win is also
crucial to score points.
Laguna prevailed to take the points with
a 1st innings win by 52 runs after scoring
176. Thalang managed 124 in reply.
Despite heavy overnight rain, Laguna
won the toss and opted to bat first, hoping
to set a good target to defend against.
Openers Manish Sadarangani (31) and
Iqbal Malik (17) set Laguna off to a good
start, before Malik was bowled in the 7th
over at 1 for 30. Sameer Khan (13) and
Sadarangani put on another 30 runs before
Khan top-edged an easy catch at square leg
just before the 20 over drinks break at 3
for 80.
With the score on 96, one of cricket’s

Gary Lane’s good bowling was not enough to prevent Laguna from winning. Photo: Supplied

more unusual dismissals occurred with
non-striker Sadarangani being run-out by
the Thalang captain, Bill Stahmer.
With Laguna finding boundaries hard to
come by, Ali Khan gave the innings a muchneeded boost with 40 runs, including four
towering 6s – one of which is estimated to
have travelled more than 100 meters.
Ishmail Mohammed (29 not out) brought
the innings total to 176, but eventually ran

out of batting partners in the 35th over.
Pick of the bowlers for Thalang were
Gary Lane (3 for 38), Sam Ali (2 for 10)
and Anthony Dupont (2 for 31). However,
with 31 wides bowled, this will be an area
requiring improvement by Thalang.
Thalang had 45 overs in which to attain
the 177 runs to achieve a 1st innings win
(being their allocated 40 overs, plus 5 remaining overs from Laguna’s 1st innings).

Laguna struck a blow early on, removing openers Anthony Du Pont (2) and Bill
Stahmer (6) and had Thalang at 2 for 15
with an inspired early spell of bowling from
Malik. Laguna’s bowlers soon struck again,
removing Lane (9) with Thalang at 3 for
26.
Thai youngster “Pao” (36) and Simon
Wetherell (19) steadied the innings for
Thalang with a 35-run partnership until
Wetherell fell in the 14th over at 4 for 61.
Pao then combined with Craig Murphy
(10) to put on a further 30 runs before a
mix-up saw Murphy run out at 5 for 91.
With 23 overs in hand, Thalang required
only 4 runs per over, but they could not
afford to lose more wickets. After a spirited partnership of 17 runs between Pao
and fellow Thai youngster Karn, Laguna
contained the rest of the Thalang batsmen
bowling them out in the 35th over for 124.
With only 7 overs remaining in the day’s
play, Laguna did not enforce the follow on
– whereby the 1st innings lead is 50 runs
or more – as an outright result was deemed
unlikely.
The action continues this Sunday, when
arch rivals Patong take on ICC in what is
expected to be another cracker of a match.
– Michael Way
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Beau Geste gets serious
King’s Cup Regatta
TEAM Beau Geste proved they
had the strength and consistency
to carry their excellent performances throughout five days of
racing to win the pinnacle IRC 0
class in the 28th Phuket King’s Cup
Regatta held off Kata last week.
A win in just one of the final
two races last Saturday was
enough to put them five points
clear of Neil Pryde’s HiFi.
“ After the first race this morning, we knew we had won – up
until that point there were many
things that could have happened,”
said Karl Kwok on Saturday.
“Neil Pryde, a friend and a foe
since 1970, he’s a big-time racer
loyal to this regatta… so it’s been
very close until a day ago.”
Island Fling and EFG Mandrake shared the points in the final
IRC 1 races, with Winkelmann’s
Island Fling team claiming overall victory by six points. Both Hong
Kong competitors had been locked
in battle all week, with EFG Mandrake performing well in several
races, but picking up a few fourthplace finishes to their detriment.
Bill Bremner’s Foxy Lady VI
took the last two wins in IRC 2,

Karl Kwok’s Team Beau Geste bested HiFi to win IRC 0 in the 28th Phuket King’s Cup Regatta. Photo: Guy Nowell

but it was too little too late for the
Singaporean team; TBG Team
Premier had already put the class
to rest on the Friday, claiming a
well-deserved victory that broke
Bremner’s run of nine straight
wins in the Phuket King’s Cup.
Foreign Affair had been in a
class of their own all week in IRC
3, beating both Thai Navy boats
(2nd and 3rd) in the last races. They
had their regatta sewn up from

mid-week with an unbroken string
of first-place finishes.
Pine Pacific defeated their
handicap once again to beat a
trailing fleet in Premier class,
resplendent with some of the most
beautiful yachts in the regatta. The
Thai-registered boat skippered by
Ithinai Yingsiri made the 2014
campaign look like a breeze.
In Bareboat Charter A, Andrey
Duvanov and team Uhuru took

first and third in the last two races,
putting them two points clear at
the top. Steady performances in
an ever-evolving class gave them
enough of an advantage to win the
A group. In Bareboat B, Sarawadee
took the final wins, adding to their
week-long faultless regatta.
Open Charter saw Kata Rocks
3 victorious once again over all
rivals, giving them the regatta
victory after a week of exceptional

results. Tony Pfeiffer’s crew were
untouchable from the first race.
Twin Sharks and Voodoo each
won one of the final Firefly 850
Sports races, the two boats just a
point apart at the finish – with
Hans Rahmann’s Voodoo emerging the overall victors.
Alan Carwadine’s Asia Catamarans Hurricane scored an easy
series victory in Multihull Racing.
Thai team Sansiri Windstar was
brilliant in the 2014 Phuket King’s
Cup, netting just enough points
in the last two races to win the
Modern Classic class.
Skipper Patinyakorn Buranrom
inspired his young Thai crew to
beat every rival in the class, and
they thoroughly deserved their
victory; a testament to the rapidly
developing skills and commitment
to the sport by Thai sailors.
– Phuket Gazette
Inaugurated in 1987 to celebrate the
60th birthday of His Majesty the King
of Thailand, the event has been held
during the first week of December
every year since.
This event was proudly sponsored
by the Phuket Gazette and PGTV’s
nationwide ‘ Phuket Today ’ show,
which broadcasts daily on True
Visions channels 85 and 59.
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